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ABSTRACT 

THE APPLICA nON OF MAXWELL ELEMENT FOR MODELING, 

IDENTIFIC A nON AND ANALYSIS OF 

PASSIVE AND SEMI-ACTIVE VIBRATION SYSTEMS 

.lie Zhang 

June 23, 2006 

Dynamic analysis and parameter identification of a single mass elastomeric 

isolation system represented by Maxwell model is examined using both analytical and 

experimental approaches in this dissertation. Influences that the sti ffness and damping 

values of the Maxwell element have on natural frequency, damping ratio and frequency 

response are uncovered and three unique categmies of Maxwell-type elements are 

defined. It is revealed through analytical examples that Maxwell models consisting of 

two Maxwell elements can accurately replicate the dynamic behavior of Maxwell 

systems having two or more Maxwell elements. Two parameter identification methods 

are developed for identifying Maxwell models from measured frequency response 

spectra. To experimentally evaluate the analytic resuits, three different commercial 

rubber mounts arc considered. For all three rubber isolators, it is shown that Maxwell 

models with two Maxwell clements can accurately represent the measured static and 

dynamic characteristics oCthe real elastol11eric isolation systems. 
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Aeroelastic aircraft wings are the structures which have variable natural fi-cquency 

and damping ratio as r'light parameters change. Serious vibration inhibits the tlight al 

high airspeed conditions. In this study, the dynamic anal'ysis of aeroelastic aircrart wings 

reveals that a OVA (dynamic vibration absorber) with tunable stiffness and damping 

parameters can effectively suppress vibration over variable airspeeds in the presence of 

broadband external disturbance. Since tunable stillness components are not yet well 

developed, another configuration of a semi-active DVA having only one tunable damping 

component is designed. Dynamic analysis reveals that the perfonnance of this semi

active OVA is very close to the OVA having both tunable stiffness and damping 

components. Two control methods are developed for the semi-active OVA. The first 

control method is based on the measured airspeed. It works well if the air density is 

constant during the flight. The second method, a neural-network based controller, is 

fornlulated directly in terms of ready measured normalized vibration response spectra. It 

works well with time-varying aIrspeed and air density. Both methods are based on 

measured data and do not require pnor knowledge of the plant mathematic model. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The requirement of reducing vibration of constructions and structures arises in a 

variety of engineering fields. There are numerous ways and means of preventing 

unacceptable vibrations. Most of them belong to two catalogs: vibration isolation and 

absorption. In most of the vibration isolation applications, the conventional passive 

rubber mounts provide an efficient way of reducing vibration transmission, but suffer 

from the problem of modeling the complicated dynamic properties of elastomeric 

materials. The modeling and parameter identification of passive isolators are very 

important for the application and design of isolation system. The DV A (dynamic 

vibration absorber) is a device for suppressing the vibration of constructions and 

structures. It consists of an additional mass which is connected by means of an elastic 

element to the structure needing protection. It is quite effective in reducing narrowband 

vibrations, but the application is limited in the cases of the natural frequencies of systems 

are variable and broadband external disturbance exists. Aeroelastic aircraft wings are the 

example structures which is not only subjected to disturbance forces with unpredictable 

waveform and a broadband spectrum, but also have a variable frequencies and damping 

ratios as airspeed and other variable flight parameters change. As airspeed increases to a 

critical airspeed - the airspeed at which one of the system's damping ratios become 
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negative, damping ratio of aeroelastic aircraft wings can be negative, the system turns to 

be unstable and serious vibration occurs. That inhibits the flight of aircraft close or above 

the critical airspeed. For this application, tunable stiffness and damping properties are 

necessary for DVA to effectively suppress the vibration. 

In this dissertation, the researches are focused on the modeling, analysis and 

parameter identification of elastomeric isolators and the design, analysis and control of 

semi-active DV A to suppress the vibration of the aeroelastic aircraft wings. 

1.1. Modeling Methods of Elastomeric Isolators 

The elastomeric isolator is widely used in noise and vibration control as means of 

vibration isolation components. For a successful prediction of dynamic behavior of an 

elastomeric isolation system which subjects given excitation, it is important to have a 

correct analytical model and accurate parameters of the isolator. Accurate modeling and 

parameter identification of rubber isolators is important for the dynamic analysis and 

design of mounting systems. 

There are several approaches of using discrete springs and dash pots to build 

dynamic models of rubber isolators [1-4]. The Voigt model (Fig. 1.1(a)), which is a 

spring and damper in parallel, is often used for modeling elastomeric isolators owing to 

its simplicity in analysis and parameter identification [5]. Dynamic tests of a SDOF 

(single-degree-of-freedom) vibration system in which the rubber isolator is subjected to 

sinusoidal deformation are carried out to identify its dynamic properties. However, 

dynamic stiffness experiments often reveal the frequency dependent features of 

elastomeric isolators, can not be accurately simulated by the Voigt model [4,6]. The 
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frequency-dependent complex stiffness model is an approach which allows the stiffness 

to be measured as a function of excitation frequency [5-7]. Although this model is useful 

for frequency domain analysis, it can be difficult to implement in the time domain [8]. 

Often, one or several Maxwell elements, which are the combination of a spring and a 

damper in series, are included in the model to simulate the dynamic behavior of 

elastomeric and other types of viscoelastic materials. This linear time domain model is 

known as Maxwell model (Fig. 1.1(b)). It is used when isolator dynamic stiffness is 

found to be frequency dependent and can simulate viscoelasticity properties in many 

different applications [3]. 

Iv I 

Fig. 1.1. Analytical model of elastomeric isolator represented by (a) Voigt model; 

(b) Maxwell-Voigt model. 

However, the influences Maxwell elements have on system dynamic properties 

(i.e., natural frequency, damping ratio and frequency response) are not yet discussed in 

detail; and, understanding these influences is important when attempting to identify a 

model with Maxwell elements that accurately represents a real elastomeric isolation 

system. For example, consider the two isolation models illustrated in Fig. 1.1 with the 
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same isolation mass and whose stiffness and damping parameters are chosen to yield 

equivalent natural frequencies and damping ratios. Figure 1.2 illustrates that the 

frequency response spectra of the two models differ even though their masses, natural 

frequencies and damping ratios are equal. This illustration is important from a system 

identification standpoint since if the mass, natural frequency and damping ratio of an 

experimental single mass rubber isolated system are known, then the frequency response 

of a Voigt model chosen to represent this system is unique. However, since the Maxwell-

Voigt model, which has one Maxwell element and one Voigt element in model, possesses 

more parameters (i.e., kl and Cl) than the Voigt model, the frequency response function is 

not unique even though the natural frequency and damping ratio remain fixed. This 

enables more flexibility for simulating the dynamic behavior of the elastomeric isolation 

system over a broader frequency range. 

Z 
E 0.1 
.s 
(]) 

"C 
~ 

""2 
l? 0.05 
E 

Maxw ell-Voigt rrodel 

Voigt rrodel 

50 100 150 200 250 300 
frequency (rad/s) 

Fig. 1.2. Frequency response spectra of Voigt model and Maxwell-Voigt model. 

In this dissertation, a parametric study is conducted to investigate the influences 

that stiffness and damping of a Maxwell element have on the natural frequency, damping 
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ratio and frequency response of a single mass vibration isolation system as illustrated in 

Fig. 1.1(b). Modal analysis results reveal interdependent relations that kl and Cl have on 

natural frequency and damping ratio. Also, three categories of Maxwell elements are 

defined, each with significantly different characteristics. It is also shown that Voigt and 

M-V (Maxwell-Voigt) models with equivalent natural frequencies and damping ratios 

can have considerably different frequency response functions. 

Then, two parameter identification methods are developed for identifying M-V 

model and general Maxwell model (which has two or more Maxwell elements) from 

frequency response spectra. One method is based on constant natural frequency and 

damping ratio curves generated from modal analysis of potential M-V model. Another 

parameter identification method is suited for general Maxwell models having one or more 

Maxwell element by fitting the model to measured frequency response spectrum by 

means of constraint optimization. Studies conducted with analytical systems reveal that a 

Maxwell model having only one Maxwell element can simulate the dynamic 

characteristics of a Maxwell system having two Maxwell elements if they do not belong 

to a specific combination of Maxwell element Types. The effectiveness of both 

identification methods is verified by several numerical examples. However, further 

results show that the general Maxwell model with only one or two Maxwell elements can 

simulate the dynamic behavior of a general Maxwell system that has three or more 

Maxwell elements. 

To exam the Maxwell model identification approach experimentally, three 

different rubber isolators are subjected to both static and dynamic excitations. It is shown 

that a Voigt model is incapable of accurately modeling the static and dynamic 
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characteristics of these isolators. Likewise, Maxwell models having only one Maxwell 

element can be identified to have the same natural frequency, damping ratio, static 

stiffness, of the isolators in a single mass configuration, although the frequency response 

spectra of these models do not match the measured frequency response spectra well. By 

using the approach of constraint optimization, the Maxwell models having two Maxwell 

elements are identified that have the same natural frequency, damping ratio and static 

stiffness of the isolators in a single mass configuration, while accurately replicating their 

measured frequency response spectra. 

1.2. Tunable Dynamic Vibration Absorbers 

Aeroelastic aircraft wings are the structures which are subjected to disturbing 

forces with unpredictable waveform and a broadband spectrum. The dynamic properties, 

such as natural frequencies and damping ratios, vary during flight as airspeed and other 

flight parameters change. As airspeed increases to the critical airspeed, the minimum 

damping ratio is negative and the system turns to be unstable. Serious vibration occurs 

that inhibits the flight at high airspeed. The DV A is a very useful device that is used to 

suppress vibrations [9] and even minimizes sound radiation [10]. The beneficial effects 

of a typical DV A are obvious over a very narrow frequency range. It induces two 

resonance peaks away from the design frequency, which may cause problems in some 

cases. The viscoelastic materials which exhibit stiffness and damping properties vary 

nonlinearly with excitation frequency are well suited for efficient vibration control over a 

wide frequency range [11]. Tunable DVAs are capable of changing their mass, stiffness, 

or damping properties. In case of the DVA's stiffness is tunable, its natural frequency 
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can be changed depending on its working condition [12]. It is suited to broad-band 

vibration control. 

In this dissertation, the feasibility of tunable DV A application for aeroelastic 

aircraft wings vibration suppression is investigated. The DV A with tunable stiffness and 

damping properties can behave much better than the DV A which has constant stiffness 

and damping properties. Because tunable stiffness component is not well developed yet, 

a new configuration of DV A which has a tunable damper in series with a normal spring is 

designed and is called tunable Maxwell element DVA in this dissertation. Adjusting the 

parameter of the variable damper can change the damping and stiffness properties of 

tunable Maxwell element DV A at the same time. The behavior of this tunable Maxwell 

element DV A is very close to the behavior of the DV A which has both variable damper 

and stiffness components. Because the tunable damper, such as electrorheological or 

magnetorheological damper, is well developed and has been used in variety of 

engineering applications, using tunable Maxwell element DV A has a big advantage over 

using tunable DV A which has a tunable stiffness component included. 

Two control algorithms for the tunable Maxwell element DVA are developed. 

Because the natural frequency and damping ratios of aeroelastic aircraft wings change as 

airspeed changes, the first algorithm is based on the measured airspeed. The relationship 

between measured airspeed and optimized damping parameter of the tunable damper is 

found by minimizing the RMS (root means square) of system vibration responses. The 

second algorithm is based on the spectra of system vibration responses. The relationship 

between the spectra of system vibration response and optimized damping parameter is 

established by a neural networks model. This algorithm is good in the cases where both 
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airspeed and air density are variable. Both algorithms are verified by numerical 

simulation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. Modeling, Analysis and Identification of Passive Vibration Isolators 

To accurately model rubber isolators, the correct analytical model and parameters 

need to be identified. Dynamic stiffness experiments are often carried out for this 

purpose, where high frequency excitation reveals the frequency dependent features [4]. 

In addition, the dynamic stiffness of rubber isolators can be found to vary with amplitude 

of displacement, frequency of excitation, and pre-compression [7-8, 14-16]. To address 

these issues, new experimental and analytical methods have been developed. An indirect 

experimental method has been developed for extracting the dynamic properties in the 

high frequency range where translational and rotational dynamic stiffness are also 

measured [7]. Another experimental identification method has been developed for 

determining frequency dependent multi-dimensional dynamic stiffness, where a multi

dimensional mobility synthesis formulation is utilized for describing and extracting 

dynamic properties of rubber isolators [8]. The influence of pre-compression on the 

dynamic properties of isolators has been investigated [14-15]. The proposed dynamic 

model is based on the relationship between the phase velocity and compression ratio of 

the rubber isolator. The dynamic stiffness of a cylindrical isolator has been investigated 

via experiment and was found to be strongly dependent on pre-compression in the high 
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frequency range [16]. Vibration transmission through isolators has also been investigated 

in multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) configuration as another measure of rubber isolator 

performance [17]. Alternatively, the continuous system theory has been used for 

modeling the vibration transmission through rubber isolators where the flexural and 

longitudinal motions are considered simultaneously [18]. The finite element method has 

been used for static simulation of rubber isolators [19]. Isolators under large deformation 

represented by axisymmetric, quarter-symmetric and three dimensional finite element 

models were meshed and deformation was calculated using commercially available finite 

element software. Predicted static properties were shown to match well with 

experimental results. 

To address the nonlinear viscoelastic behavior of rubber isolators, nonlinear 

models are often identified and utilized [20-25]. The nonlinearities were often described 

with cubic nonlinear terms [20]. A Coulomb damper was also included for the purpose of 

improving the performance of nonlinear rubber isolators [21]. The existence of a 

Coulomb damper was shown to improve the performance when the shock displacement 

of the base movement decays quickly. The method of estimating cubic spring parameters 

under random excitations has been developed [22]. The discussion includes the roles of 

cubic hardening springs, cubic softening springs, and tangent springs. The investigation 

of linear and nonlinear transient performance of engine mounts has also been conducted 

both analytical and experimentally and a model for predicting the response to transient 

events was developed [23]. The identification of nonlinear isolators using temporal and 

spectral methods has been investigated [24]. It was found that non-integer exponent-type 

terms were best for describing the nonlinear elastic force of the rubber. More systematic 
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experiments were also conducted in both SDOF and MDOF configurations while static, 

random, frequency-sweep, and fixed frequency excitations were applied where the 

nonlinear dynamic behavior of three different isolators was clarified [25]. Due to the 

versatility, Bouc-Wen differential models are often used for representing friction-type 

hysteretic isolators [26]. A parameter identification method based on least squares 

estimation in the frequency domain is developed for the Bouc-Wen model using 

experimental data from periodic vibration experiments. A bilinear hysteretic model is an 

alternative method for hysteretic isolators [27]. The parameters are identified by 

minimizing the discrepancy between the measured responses and the theoretical 

responses of the system in the time domain. The equivalent linearization technique has 

also been developed to linearize the governing nonlinear multi-degree-of-freedom 

equations of motion where responses of interest are calculated from the linearized 

governing equations of motion [28]. Nonetheless, it is often a challenge to determine a 

unique model and parameter identification process that yields an accurate model for 

dynamic analysis of elastomeric isolators for many different loading conditions. 

Although the aforementioned studies utilize many successful modeling, analysis 

and parameter identification methods for elastomeric isolators, it is often important to 

include Maxwell elements in the models when it is known that frequency dependent 

damping and stiffness properties exist [3]. 

2.2. Application and Control of Tunable Dynamic Vibration Absorbers 

Increasing research efforts are being spent on the development of tunable DVA in 

the past decades. The tunable DV A using adjustable pneumatic springs can achieve 
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significantly transmissibility reduction than a conventional isolator over a limited 

frequency band [29]. The frequency at which maximum vibration supression occurs can 

be changed at real time over 12 Hz frequency band with experimental device. A tuning 

mass damper method is proposed and used for tunable DV A application [30]. The static 

output feedback active controller is designed via an optimization approach. It is also 

applicable to multi-input systems. The performance of DV A which has two-DOF is 

investigated [31]. It was found that the two-DOF DVA achieves better performance than 

the optimized SDOF DVA, and even better than two separate optimized DV A. 

A tunable piezoelectric absorber and an active tuning method were developed for 

effective stiffness adjusting electrically [32]. A control scheme was developed to 

estimate the desired tuning frequency from experiment signals. The tuning range is 

bounded by its short- and open-circuit resonance frequencies. The design issues related 

to the vibration absorbers using single-crystals piezoceramics were identified and 

addressed [33]. A wide tuning range and structural application are achievable, as 

opposed to similar devices which employ po!ycrystalling piezoceramics. Because the 

piezoceramics materials possess nonlinear characteristics, an equivalent linear model is 

usually developed for the absorber subsystem [34]. The approximate parameters of 

actuators would result in partial vibration suppression when utilized in real applications. 

An auto-tuning method is used to effectively tune the parameters of actuator to improve 

the vibration suppression quality. 

The feasibility of DV A with a sliding mass which works as a friction damper is 

investigated [35]. The resonance peaks may be reduced substantially by the effect of the 

friction damper and the damper can be tuned for providing damping in a broad range of 
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frequency. A proof-of-concept "smart spring" hardware model has been designed, 

analyzed, built, and tested for helicopter individual blade control [36]. Both 

mathematical and experimental results have showed positive support for the viability of 

using "smart spring" blade vibration control. Although the "smart spring" is used in an 

isolator, it is worth to investigate using it in DV A. Stiffness of shape memory alloy 

spring element can be changed through heating and results in changing the natural 

frequency of DVA [37]. The relationship between the shape memory alloy beam element 

temperature and the stiffness of absorber were developed. Testing results showed that the 

natural frequency of absorber could be varied by approximately 15%, with a 

corresponding reduction in the steady state vibration of the primary system of up to 

40dB. 

An automatic tuning algorithm based on online parameter identification is 

developed for increasing robustness against uncertainties and fluctuations in the 

properties of the DV A subsystems [38]. The control algorithm is accomplished in a 

single step which avoids the convergence concerns and reduces the time requirement. 

Four control methods for semi-active tuned vibration absorbers are compared [39]. The 

parameters of absorbers are optimized based on minimization of peak transmissibility. 

The research results show that all of the semi-active vibration absorbers perform better 

than passive model and the on-off groundhook control performs the best among the 

considered methods. The robustness analysis is offered because off-tuned vibration 

absorbers may amplify the vibration of the primary structures [40]. The test apparatus 

was built with magneto-rheological damper. The experimental results show that the 

semi-active vibration absorber is more robust than passive vibration absorbers. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION OF 

MAXWELL-VOIGT MODEL 

3.1. Problem Formulation 

The governing equations of motion for the M-V model represented in Fig. 1.1(b) 

are, 

(3.1) 

Writing Eq. (3.1) in state-space form, 

{}}= 

C k+kJ kJ 

{;}+E} 
---

m m m 
1 0 0 (3.2) 

0 
1 1 

TJ TJ 

where l' = JIm and Tl = c1lk1 is the time constant of the Maxwell element. The nominal 

values used for the parameters of the M-V model are listed in Table 3.1 and unless 

specified otherwise, they will maintain these values throughout Chapter 3. The modal 

analysis is based on the matrix in Eq. (3.2). The resulting undamped natural frequency 

(Omv is 119.03 radls and the damping ratio Smv is 0.36. In the absence of the Maxwell 

element, the system reduces to a Voigt model, 

(3.3a,b) 
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where the natural frequency ffiv is 109.54 rad/s and the damping ratio ~v is 0.18. 

Table 3.1. Nominal parameter values ofM-V model. 

m (kg) k (kN/m) C (N-s/m) k1 (kN/m) C1 (N-s/m) 

1 12 40 12 40 

As a preliminary observation, notice that for the M -V model, C = Cj, and ~mv is 

twice ~v. Also k = k j , however ffimv is only slightly higher than ffiv. It appears that the 

influence of k j on ffi mv is much less than the influence of Cj on ~v; and, for this particular 

choice of parameters, ffimv depends mainly on k while ~mv depends equally on C and Cj. 

This observation raises an important question when tuning an M -V model's natural 

frequency and damping ratio to match that of a real rubber isolated single mass dynamic 

system: how do the modal parameters of the model change to variations in the Maxwell 

element parameters? As will be shown, interdependence exists between k j and C1 that 

alters how much the Maxwell parameters influence ffimv and l,nIV. A second question also 

arises when modeling an experimentally measured frequency response spectrum of a 

rubber isolated single mass dynamic system is found to be inadequate using a 

conventional Voigt model: can an M-V model provide a better fit? The chief objective 

of this study is to investigate these questions, i.e., how the parameters of the Maxwell 

element (C1 and kj ) influence ffimv, ~v, and frequency response of the single mass 

dynamic system. 

For different ranges of values for 't1, three unique types of Maxwell elements are 

defined in this article, as depicted in Fig. 3.1. In general, for small values of't1 the 
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Maxwell element behaves like a pure damping element - the spring stiffness is so great 

that motion only occurs across the damper. As 't'1 increases (i.e., the ratio of damping-to-

stiffness increases), some motion across the spring occurs, although damping still 

dominates. In this range, the element will be referred to as Type A. As 't'1 continues to 

increase, a range exists in which the element is neither damping nor stiffness dominant. 

This will be referred to as a Type B element. Next, a range exists (Type C) in which the 

damping-to-stiffness ratio increases to a point in which motion is primarily across the 

spring and therefore the element becomes stiffness dominant. Finally, for large values of 

't'1, the element behaves like a pure spring - the damping is so great that motion only 

occurs across the spring. Note, the shading in Fig. 3.1 implies that there are no precise 

values Of't'l where the Maxwell element changes from Type A to Type B or from Type B 

to Type C. Instead, Type A defines a transition range between pure damping 

characteristics and stiffness-damping-in-series characteristics, while Type C defines a 

transition range between stiffness-damping-in-series characteristics and pure stiffness 

characteristics of the element. Also, these ranges are not universal, but instead depend on 

the parameters of the Voigt and Maxwell elements, i.e., C, k, Cl, k1. 

Type A Type 

~ $; 
" 
,~ , 

0 'tl = ell kl 00 

Fig. 3.1. Definition of Maxwell element type. 
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3.2. Modal Analysis 

The modal analysis is based on the eigenvalue problem of the system matrix in 

Eq. (3.2), which yields one real and one complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues and 

corresponding eigenvectors in the case of ~rny < 1. For the purpose of single mass 

vibration system analysis, only the conjugated eigenvalues are of concern from which 

WIIlV and SIIlV are determined. 

The influences of k j and Cj on COIllV and ~IIlV will be illustrated in two ways. First, a 

family of constant kj curves will be graphed illustrating changes in COIllV and ~v as a 

function of'rj. Note that since m, k, C and kj are held constant, changes in 'rj are 

proportional to changes in Cj. Next, a family of constant Cj curves will be graphed 

illustrating changes in COrny and ~rny as a function of'rj. Here, since m, k, C and Cj are held 

constant, changes in 'rj are inversely proportional to changes in k1• 

3.2.1. The Influences of k1 and C1 on natural frequency 

Figure 3.2 illustrates constant kl curves whereby changes in Tj are proportional to 

changes in Cj only. From these curves, three basic conclusions can be drawn. First, the 

presence of the Maxwell element always results in the natural frequency of the M-V 

model COIllV greater than the natural frequency of the Voigt model Wv regardless of the 

values for kl and 'rl. Second, elements with larger values of kl have more influence on 

WIIlV than elements with smaller values of kl since constant kl curves with larger kl values 

exceed constant kl curves with smaller kl values. Third, five ranges are revealed where 

the curves exhibit very different characteristics. For small values of 'rl, all of the curves 
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have values of Wmv :::: W v' In this range the Maxwell element behaves like a pure damper, 

therefore (Omv is insensitive to 1'\. Where the curves begin to deviate from (ov, the element 

behaves like a Type A element - some spring motion occurs and only slight changes in 

Wmy occur to changes in 1'\. In the range where Wmy is very sensitive to 1'\, the Maxwell 

element is Type B, neither damping nor stiffness dominant. In the range where Wmy 

decreases slightly and approaches a constant value as 1') increases, the element is Type C 

- stiffness dominant. Finally, for large values of 1'1, the curves reach a constant value. In 

this range the Maxwell element behaves like a pure spring. Notice, unlike the range of 

small 1'1 where wmv:::: Wv for all of the curves, in the range of large 1'), each curve 

approaches a unique value of (Omv > W v. 
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Fig. 3.2. Influence of kl and 1'1 on COmv. 

It should be noted that the basic trends in the results presented in this article are 

similar for models with different values for k and c. However, slight variations in the 

shapes of the curves exist. For example, Fig. 3.3 illustrates a curve for a M-V model 
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where k is 200 kN/m and c is 300 N-s/m. As can be seen, the characteristics of the curves 

are similar to the previous model although slight differences exist. For instance, the range 

where Type A exists and the rate at which Wmv reaches a constant value for increasing t) 

in the Type C range differ. 
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Fig. 3.3. Influence of k) and t) on COmv for a model with k = 200 kN/m and c = 300 N-s/m. 

Returning back to the original model, results will next be illustrated by varying c) 

in finite increments while t) varies continuously. Figure 3.4 illustrates constant c) curves 

where increasing t) is a result of decreasing k). The figure illustrates that for particular 

values of t), maximum values for COmv exist. These maximum values of COmv increase and 

the respective values of t) corresponding to maximum COmv decrease slightly as c) 

increases. For small values of t), all of the curves have values of Wmv ::::; W v. This is 

expected since the element behaves like a pure damper for small values of t) and hence 

Wmv is insensitive to changes in t). Where the curves begin to deviate from W V , the 

element behaves like a Type A element - some spring motion occurs and small changes in 

WIIlV occur to changes in t). In the range where Wrnv is most sensitive to changes in t), the 
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Maxwell element is Type B, neither damping nor stiffness dominates. The Maxwell 

element is Type C - stiffness dominant - in the range of 1'1 right of peak W mv• Finally, for 

large values of 1'1, the curves return to ffiv where the Maxwell element behaves like a pure 

spring whose stiffness tends to zero. 
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Fig. 3.4. Influence of CI and 1'1 on W IllV ' 

A cluster of intersection points can be determined by drawing horizontal lines of 

constant W IllV intersecting the curves in Fig. 3.2 or 3.4. Figure 3.5 plots the resulting 

cluster of points on the plane with coordinates of kl and CI. These curves represent 

constant W IllV values of 120 through 160 rad/s in steps of 10 rad/s. In general, each curve 

has two branches. The Maxwell elements belonging to Type A exist on the lower 

branches, Type C on the vertical branches and Type B on the elbows of these curves. The 

graph illustrates that if the Maxwell element is Type A, the relationship between kl and CI 

is approximately linear for constant W IllV ' If the Maxwell element is Type C, W IllV depends 

solely on kl and increases as kl increases, while changes to CI have no influence W IllV ' The 
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constant'l:} lines (dotted) are provided to give some indication of the boundaries between 

element Types A, Band C. 
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Fig. 3.5. Curves of constant (Omv. 

3.2.2. The Influences of k1 and C1 on damping ratio 

Figure 3.6 contains constant k} curves illustrating changes in the damping ratio 

~mv of the M-V model as a function of'l:}. Again, since k} is constant for each curve, 

changes in 'I:} are proportional to changes in C}. From the results, the following 

conclusions can be drawn. First, ~mv is not always greater than the damping ratio of the 

Voigt model Sv and does not always increase as 'I:} increases. For a particular value of'l:}, 

a maximum value of Smv exists. This maximum value increases and the respective value 

of'l:} corresponding to maximum Smv decreases slightly as k} increases. For small values 

of 'I:}, the Maxwell element behaves like a pure damper with Smv:::: Sv. As'l:} increases, the 

element becomes Type A and the curves begin to deviate from Sv. In the range where Smv 

is very sensitive to 'I:}, the Maxwell element is Type B. The damping ratio Smv increases as 
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'tl increases when the Maxwell element is closest to being damping dominant (left of 

peak Smv), but decreases as 'tl increases when the Maxwell element is closest to being 

stiffness dominant (right of peak Smv). Of particular interest here is that a range of'tl 

exists where Smv < Sv, i.e., the damping ratio of the M-V model is actually less than the 

damping ratio of the Voigt model. In this range the element is stiffness dominant (Type 

C). Finally, for large values of 'tl, the curves reach a constant value. In this range the 

Maxwell element behaves like a pure spring. Note, unlike the range of small 'tl where Smv 

::0: Sv for all the curves, in the range of large 'tl, each curve approaches a unique value Smv 

< Sv which depends on k l . 
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Fig. 3.6. Influence of kl and TI on Smv. 
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Next, observe what happens if CI varies in increments and 'tl varies continuously. 

Figure 3.7(a) illustrates constant CI curves where increasing 'tl is a result of decreasing kl 

and Fig. 3.7(b) is a magnification of the range 0.03 sec < 'tl < 30 sec. As with the other 

results, different ranges can be observed from Fig. 3.7 where characteristics of the curves 
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are unique for each range. For small values of 'tl, the Maxwell element behaves like a 

pure damper; therefore, Smv =F Sv and Smv depends only on CI. Where the curves begin to 

deviate from their original values, the element behaves like a Type A element - some 

spring motion occurs and only slight changes in Smv result from changes in 'tl. In the 

range where Smv is very sensitive to 'tl, the Maxwell element is Type B. Where Smv drops 

below Sv and then increases approaching Sv the element is Type C - stiffness dominant. 

Above this range the Maxwell element behaves like a pure spring whose stiffness tends to 

zero and eventually for large 'tl the Maxwell element has no influence on the system, 

therefore Smv = Sv. 
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A cluster of intersection points can be determined by drawing horizontal lines of 

constant Smv curves from Fig. 3.6 or 3.7. Figure 3.8 plots the resulting cluster of points on 

the plane with coordinates of k\ and C\. In general, there are two groups of curves. The 

first group exits in the lower-right section of the plane where Smv > Sv. The second group 

exists in the upper-left section where Smv < SV' Also, each curve consists of two branches. 

Maxwell elements belonging to Type A are found on the horizontal branches of the first 

group where changes to k\ do not influence Smv. Therefore Smv depends solely on c\ (the 
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Maxwell element is damping dominant). Maxwell elements belonging to Type B exist on 

the upper branches and elbows of the curves of the first group. Finally, Maxwell elements 

belonging to Type C are represented by the second group of curves. 
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Fig. 3.8. Curves of constant Smv. 

3.3. Harmonic Analysis 

In this section the influences of k\ and CIon the frequency response of the single 

mass system are investigated. Figure 3.9 illustrates frequency response spectra of three 

Voigt models whose parameters are listed in Table 3.2, referred to hereafter as Voigt 

Model I, II, and III. These sample models and their corresponding frequency response 

functions will be useful in the subsequent analysis. 
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Fig. 3.9. Frequency response spectra of three Voigt models. 

Table 3.2. Parameters of three Voigt models. 

Voigt Model I II 

m (kg) 

kv (kN/m) 

Cv (N-s/m) 

1 1 

12 12 

40 80 
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Fig. 3.10. The influence of 't'j (Cj is constant) on M-V frequency response model. 
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Consider M-V models where m, k and c are the same as Voigt Model I in Table 

3.2, C1 is 40 N-s/m and 't] increases from 0.001 to 0.5 sec. The resulting frequency 

response specta are shown in Fig. 3.10. The Figure illustrates that COmv changes only 

slightly compared with the peak amplitude. The amplitude of the peak increases and 

shifts slightly up in frequency as 't1 increases when 'tl is small. Here, the Maxwell 

element changes from Type A to Type B. For larger values of 'tI, the peak continues to 

increase in amplitude and shifts down in frequency where the Maxwell element changes 

from Type B to Type C. These results are consistent with the findings of section 3.2. As 

'tl tends to infinity, kI tends to zero and the influence from the Maxwell element 

diminishes. Therefore, the frequency response matches the frequency response of Voigt 

Model I illustrated in Fig. 3.10. As 'tl tends to zero, kI tends to infinity and the Maxwell 

element behaves like a pure damper in parallel with the primary damper. Therefore, the 

total damping approaches C + CI = 80 N-s/m, which is the damping value for Voigt Model 

II, and the frequency response of the M-V model matches the frequency response of 

Voigt Model II. 

Next, let kI equal 12 kN/m while 'tl increases from 0.0005 to 5 sec. Sample 

frequency response spectra are illustrated in Fig. 3.11, where it is shown that as 'tl 

increases COmv changes only slightly at first while the peak magnitude decreases. In this 

case the Maxwell element is Type A. When the peak amplitude is close to the static 

response amplitude, the peak begins to move right with increasing 'tl. For this range Of'tl 

the Maxwell element is Type B. Notice that the portion of the frequency response left of 

the peak drops below the static response amplitude. Consequently, isolation can be 

achieved below COmv, which is a phenomenon that a Voigt model is incapable of capturing. 
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As 'tl continues to increase, the peak increases. In this range the Maxwell element is Type 

C. These results are all consistent with the findings of section 3.2. As 'tl tends to infinity, 

CI also approaches infinity and the Maxwell element behaves like a pure spring in parallel 

with the primary spring. Therefore, the total stiffness approaches k + kl = 24 kN/m, 

which is stiffness of Voigt Model III. Consequently, the frequency response approaches 

the frequency response of Voigt Model III in Fig.3.9. As 'tl tends to zero, CI tends to zero 

and the frequency response approaches the frequency response of Voigt Model I in Fig. 

3.9. 
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Fig. 3.11. The influence of 'tl (k l is constant) on M-V frequency response model. 

3.4. Parameter Identification 

For the parameter identification, assume that the three M-V systems listed in 

Table 3.3 are systems who's frequency response spectra are available from vibration 

experiment. The "experimental" systems are denoted as Maxwell System A, Band C 

corresponding to the type of Maxwell element possessed by each system. Also listed are 

the natural frequencies and damping ratios of these systems. In practice, if the frequency 
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response spectra of these systems were experimentally measured, then the parameters m, 

c, k, c\, k\ of M-V models for representing these systems are unknown model parameters 

to be determined. Before discussing the procedure for determining these parameters, first 

consider identifying Voigt models of these systems. From modal parameter estimation, 

the natural frequencies roy and damping ratios Sv of the Voigt models are identified from 

the measured frequency response spectra. Therefore, roy = romv and Sv = /;;mv. Then, two 

approaches exist to identify my, Cv and kv of the Voigt models. Either the mass could be 

measured on a weight scale, then mv = m, kv = myron 2 and Cv = 2mvSron. Or, the stiffness 

could be determined from the DC component of the frequency response or from a static 

stiffness experiment. Then, kv = k, mv = kvlron
2 and Cv = 2mvSron. The Voigt model 

identified by the first approach will be referred to as Voigt Model M - the mass consistent 

Voigt model, and the Voigt model identified by the second approach will be referred to as 

Voigt Model K - the stiffness consistent Voigt model. The corresponding parameters of 

the Voigt models identified from the frequency response spectra of the three different 

"experimental" M-V systems are listed in Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.3. Parameters of "Experimental" M-V systems. 

Parameter M-V System A M-V SystemB M-V System C 

m (kg) 1 1 1 

k (kN/rn) 12 12 12 

c (N-s/m) 40 40 40 

kl (kN/rn) 12 12 12 

CI (N-s/m) 20 80 400 

(Omv (radls) 111.56 145.14 156.16 

~v 0.28 0.36 0.18 

Table 3.4. Parameters of identified Voigt models. 

Parameter M-V System A M-V System B M-V System C 

mv (kg) 1 1 1 
Voigt 

kv (kN/m) 12.45 21.07 24.38 
ModelM 

Cv (N-s/m) 61.45 104.56 55.25 

mv (kg) 0.96 0.57 0.49 
Voigt 

kv (kN/m) 12 12 12 
Model K 

Cv (N-s/rn) 59.25 59.56 27.19 

Figure 3 .12( a-c) shows the frequency response functions of the "experimental" 

M-V systems as well as the corresponding identified Voigt Models M and K of these 

systems. For all three graphs, the solid curve with the smaller amplitude is the frequency 
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response of the identified Voigt Model M, the solid curve with the larger amplitude is the 

frequency response of the identified Voigt Model K, and the dashed curve is the 

frequency response of the "experimental" M-V system. Note that for M-V System A (Fig. 

3.12(a)), the frequency response spectra of the two identified Voigt models are not very 

different and that the frequency response of the identified Voigt Model K is closer to that 

of the actual M-V system (this is not visible due to the closeness of the two curves). For 

the M -V System B (Fig. 3 .12(b)), the frequency response spectra of two identified Voigt 

models are very different. The frequency response of the identified Voigt Model K is 

closer to that of the M-V system in the low frequency range, while the frequency 

response of the identified Voigt Model M is closer to that of the M-V system in the high 

frequency range. For the M -V System C (Fig. 3 .12( c)), the frequency response spectra of 

the two identified Voigt models are also very different. Here, the frequency response of 

the identified Voigt Model M is closer to that of the M-V system except in the low 

frequency range. 
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Fig.3.12. Frequency response spectra of Voigt Models M and K and "experimental" M-V 

systems (solid line) with equivalent natural frequencies and damping ratios. 
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Figure 3.12 illustrates that Voigt models having equivalent natural frequencies 

and damping ratios as M-V systems may not match the frequency response functions of 

the M-V systems over the entire frequency range. This is especially true when identifying 

a Voigt model to represent an M-V system possessing characteristics of a Type B 

Maxwell element. Therefore, returning to the identification of M-V models of these 

systems, the goal is to identify the parameters m, c, k, Cl and k1• As with the 

identification of the Voigt models, m can be determined on a weight scale and k can 

either be estimated from the DC component of the frequency response function or from 

static stiffness experiment. Therefore, only c, Cl and kl are left to be determined. By 

estimating ffimv and ~v from the measured frequency response spectra by experimental 

modal analysis, Cl and kl can be identified by generating constant Q)mv and Smv curves of 

the model to be identified as shown in Fig. 3.5 and 3.8, respectively. By graphing these 

curves on same figure, the intersection of the two curves yields identified values for kl 

and Cl. For example, for the M-V System A in Table 3.3, Fig. 3.13 illustrates two sets of 

constant Wmv and Smv curves of a M-V Model A with C equal to 20 and 40 N-s/m. Note 

that the constant natural frequency curves are roughly the same for the two values chosen 

for c. Where the two sets of curves intersect, two potential sets of values for Cl and kl 

exist for the M-V Model A, both of which give the same natural frequency and damping 

ratio. So the question is, which resulting model is more accurate? This question leads to 

the final step in the identification process, completed by generating a family of frequency 

response spectra for different values of C and corresponding Cl and k1• 
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Fig. 3.13. Identifying kl and Cl from constant Wmv and (, mv curves. 

For the identification of the M-V System A, Table 3.5 lists sample values of Cl and 

kl for the M-V Model A to be identified for this system by varying C from -80 to 60 N-

s/m. The resulting frequency response spectra of these groups of parameters are shown in 

Fig. 3.14. All the frequency response functions have equivalent ffimv and ~nv; however, as 

C increases, the peak decreases as the Maxwell element of M-V Model A changes from 

Type A to Type B and then to Type C. The frequency response spectra with C equal to 40 

N-s/m is closest to the actual frequency response spectra of the M-V System A. Therefore, 

from this identification process, the results from the group of parameters where C is 40 N-

slm would be chosen for the M-V Model A to represent the M-V System A. 
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Table 3.5. Parameters of M-V Model A for M-V System A. 

c (N-s/m) CJ (N-s/m) kJ (kN/m) 

-80 139.36 551.23 

0 59.51 102.25 

20 39.63 45.93 

40 19.99 11.99 

60 10.26 0.41 

0.2 .-----.-----..-----.--..----~-___, 

~ 0.15 
E 
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{l 0.1 
::J 

"" C 
~ 
(Il 

E 0.05 

Increasing 
Value of c 

O~-~--L-~--~-~-~ 

o 50 100 150 200 250 300 
frequency (rad/s) 

Fig. 3.14. Frequency response spectra ofM-V Model A. 

Note that when c is equal to 60 N-s/m, the Maxwell element is Type C - stiffness 

dominant. Therefore, M-V Model A model is approximately a Voigt model with Cv = C = 

60 N-s/m and kv = k + kJ = 12.41 kN/m. These values are similar to the values of the 

identified Voigt Model M in Table 3.4, where Cv = 61.45 N-s/m and kv = 12.45 kN/m 

whose frequency response is the lower curve in Fig. 3.12(a). For values of c greater than 

61.45 N-s/m for M-V Model A, the constant O)I1IV curve and constant l"nv curve do not 

intersect. This implies that the frequency response spectrum of Voigt Model M is the 
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lower limit for the frequency response of this M-V model. No parameters exist for M-V 

Model A that yield the same natural frequency and damping ratio under this limit. 

When c is zero, even negative, intersection points of the constant COrnv and constant 

Srnv curves for M-V Model A exist, and the frequency response amplitude increases as c 

decreases. However, the differences in amplitude diminish as c continues to decrease and 

another limit is found. This limit is the frequency response of Voigt Model K in Fig. 

3.12(a). To illustrate this, note that for c equal to -80 N-s/m, the Maxwell element ofM-V 

Model A is Type A - damping dominant - and the model is similar to a Voigt model with 

Cv = c + C1 = -80 + 139.36 = 59.36 N-s/m and kv = k = 12 kN/m. These values are 

approximately the values for Voigt Model K in Table 3.4. As c of M-V Model A 

continues to decrease, its frequency response continues to approach that of Voigt Model 

K in Fig. 3.12(a), although it is never exceeded. 

Next, consider identifying the M-V System B in Table 3.3. Table 3.6 lists sample 

values of C1 and k1 for the M-V Model B to be identified for this system by changing c 

from -240 to 100 N-s/m. The resulting frequency response spectra of these groups of 

parameters are shown in Fig. 3.15. Similar to what was observed in identifying M -V 

Model A, all the frequency response spectra have the same COrnv and Srnv. However, as c 

increases, the amplitude of frequency response decreases as the Maxwell element of M -V 

Model B changes from Type A to Type B and then to Type C. The frequency response 

spectrum with c equal to 40 N-s/m is closest to the actual frequency response of the M-V 

System B. Therefore, the identified results from the group of parameters where cis 40 N

s/m would be chosen for the M-V Model B to represent the M-V System B. 
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Table 3.6. Parameters of M-V Model B for M-V System B. 

C (N-s/m) 

-240 

-80 

0 

40 

80 

100 

~ 0.15 
E 
5" 
tl 0.1 

CI (N-s/m) kl (kN/m) 

310.89 248.90 

160.7 68.92 

96.88 23.54 

80.00 12.00 

138.43 7.90 

815.13 8.64 

~ ~~~~--~ 
c 
OJ 
Ol 

E 0.05 

o~--~--~--~----~--~--~ 
o 50 100 150 200 250 300 

frequency (rad/s) 

Fig. 3.15. Frequency response functions of M-V Model B. 

When cis 100 N-s/m, the Maxwell element is Type C - stiffness dominant - and 

M-V Model B is approximately a Voigt model with Cv = C = 100 N-s/m and kv = k + kl = 

20.64 kN/m. These values are similar to the values of the identified Voigt Model M in 

Table 3.4, where Cv = 104.56 N-s/m and kv = 21.07 kN/m whose frequency response is the 

lower curve in Fig. 3.12(b). For values of c greater than 104.56 N-s/m of the M-V Model 

B, the constant COrnv curve and constant Smv curve do not intersect. This implies that the 
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frequency response spectrum of the Voigt Model M is the lower limit of frequency 

response of this M-V model. No parameters exit for M-V Model B that yield the same 

natural frequency and damping ratio under this limit. 

When c is zero, even negative, intersection points of the constant Wmv and constant 

Smv curves for M-V Model B exist, and the frequency response amplitude increases as c 

decreases. However, the differences diminish as c decreases and another limit is again 

found. This limit is the frequency response of Voigt Model K in Fig. 3.12(b). The 

frequency response of M -V Model B never exceeds this limit. 

Lastly, consider the identification of the M-V Systems C in Table 3.3. Table 3.7 

lists sample values of CI and kl for the M-V Model C to be identified for this system by 

changing C from -320 to 55 N-s/m. The resulting frequency response spectra of these 

groups of parameters are shown in Fig. 3.16. Similar to what was observed in identifying 

M-V Model A and B, all the frequency response spectra have equivalent Wmv and Smv. 

However, as c increases, the frequency response amplitude decreases as the Maxwell 

element of M-V Model C changes from Type A to Type B and then to Type C. The 

frequency response with c equal to 40 N-s/m is closest to the actual frequency response 

of the M-V System C. Therefore, the identified results from the group of parameters 

where cis 40 N-s/m would be chosen for the M-V Model C to represent the M-V System 

C. 
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Table 3.7. Parameters ofM-V Model C for M-V System C. 

C (N-s/m) CI (N-s/m) kl (kN/m) 

-320 363.95 268.90 

-160 216.41 91.727 

-80 153.69 40.93 

-40 133.23 24.99 

0 141.04 15.34 

20 185.64 12.88 

40 399.70 12.00 

55 25357 12.37 

0.25 .----,-----,----r--..---....,...----, 

0.2 

0.05'--_-

50 1 00 150 200 250 300 
frequency (rad/s) 

Fig. 3.16. Frequency response functions ofM-V Model C. 

When C is 55 N-s/m, the Maxwell element is Type C - stiffness dominant - and 

the M-V model is approximately a Voigt model with Cv = C = 55 N-s/m and kv = k + kl = 

24.37 kN/m. These values similar to the values of the identified Voigt Model M in Table 
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3.4, where Cv = 55.25 N-s/m and kv = 24.38 kN/m whose frequency response function is 

the lower curve in Fig. 3. 13(c). For values of c greater than 55.25 N-s/m of the M-V 

Model C, the constant (Omv curve and constant Smv curve do not intersect. This implies that 

the frequency response spectrum of the Voigt Model M is the lower limit of frequency 

response of this M-V model. No parameter exists for M-V Model C that yield the same 

natural frequency and damping ratio under this limit. 

When c is zero, even negative, intersection points of the constant (Omv and constant 

i;)IIlv curves for M-V Model C exist, and the frequency response amplitude increases as c 

decreases. However, the differences diminish as c decreases and another limit is found. 

This limit is the frequency response spectrum of Voigt Model K in Fig. 3.12(c). The 

frequency response of M-V Model C never exceeds this limit. 

3.5. Summary 

In this Chapter, modal analysis of a single mass elastomeric isolation system 

represented by a Maxwell-Voigt (M-V) model is conducted and the influences that the 

stiffness k1 and damping C1 of the Maxwell element have on the natural frequency and 

damping ratio of the M-V model is revealed. Three types of Maxwell elements are 

defined and are distinct by their time constant, 't1 = c1lk1• If't1 is small, the Maxwell 

element is Type A - damping dominant. If't1 is large, the Maxwell element is Type C -

stiffness dominant. Falling between these two element types is the Type B Maxwell 

element - neither damping nor stiffness dominant. The different influences that each of 

these types have on the system natural frequencies and damping ratio is discussed. It is 

also shown that the existence of the Maxwell element in the M-V model always results in 
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a natural frequency greater than a Voigt model with equivalent Voigt elements as the M

V model. However, this is not necessarily true for the damping ratio. For certain 

Maxwell element types, the damping ratio can actually be less than the Voigt model. 

Harmonic analysis reveals that M-V models with unlike parameters can have the 

same natural frequency and damping ratio and different frequency response functions. 

Consequently, M-V models are more capable of representing elastomeric isolation 

systems over a broad frequency range. This is unlike Voigt models whose frequency 

response functions are fixed once their natural frequency, damping ratio and either mass 

or stiffness are determined. Consequently, a parameter identification method is 

developed. The method is based upon constant natural frequency and damping ratio 

curves of a M-V frequency response model. These curves are determined the parametric 

data yielded from the modal analysis. In addition, it is shown that the frequency response 

function of a M-V model exists between two limits. These limits are frequency response 

functions of two Voigt models, a mass consistent Voigt model (Voigt Model M whose 

mass is equivalent to the mass of the M-V model) and a stiffness consistent Voigt model 

(Voigt Model K whose stiffness is equivalent to the static stiffness of the M-V model). 

The effectiveness of the parameter identification method is verified by several analytical 

examples. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION OF GENERAL 

MAXWELL MODEL 

4.1. Problem Formulation 

In this chapter the dynamic analysis and parameter identification method is 

investigated for Maxwell models having two or more Maxwell elements (Fig. 4.1). 

f 

Fig. 4.1. Mathematic model of isolator represented by general Max well model. 

The governing equations of motion for the general Maxwell system represented in 

Fig. 4.1 are, 

m 0 0 0 x C 0 0 0 X k+kl +···kn -kl -kz -kn x f 
0 0 0 0 Xl 0 Cl 0 0 Xl -kl kl 0 0 Xl 0 

0 0 0 0 X z + 0 0 Cz 0 Xz + -kz 0 k z 0 Xz = 0 

0 0 0 0 Xn 0 0 0 Cn Xn -kn 0 0 kn Xn 0 

(4.1) 
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Writing Eq. (4.1) in state-space form, 

e k +k1 +···kn k1 k2 k n -- -
x m m m m m x I' 

1 0 0 0 0 
x 1 1 x 0 

0 0 0 
0 X1 't1 't1 

X1 = 1 1 + (4.2) 
X2 0 0 0 X2 0 

't2 't2 

Xn 1 1 Xn 0 
0 0 0 

'tn 'tn 

where J' = JIm, 'tj = e/kj is the time constant of each Maxwell element and n is the number 

of Maxwell elements in the model. The modal analysis is based on the eigenvalue 

problem of the n+2 by n+2 system matrix in Eq. (4.2), which yields n real and one 

complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues when the system is underdamped. For the purpose 

of single mass system vibration analysis, only the conjugated eigenvalues are of concern 

from which the natural frequency Wn and damping ratio S are determined. 

In order for a general Maxwell system, as given in Eq. (4.1) or (4.2), to accurately 

represent a real physical isolation mount, the parameters of the model must be identified 

using test data collected from experiments conducted on the mount. For example, the 

isolated mass m can be measured on a weight scale and the primary linear spring stiffness 

k can be estimated from a static stiffness experiment. Therefore, e, ej and kj, i E [1 ,n] are 

parameters left to be determined. 

4.2. Identification of General Maxwell Systems Using M-V Models 

The previous method of parameter identification is only suited for M-V models. 

So the question arises, can a M-V model simulate the dynamic behavior of the general 
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Maxwell system which has two or more Maxwell elements? In the case where the 

parameters of some Maxwell elements in a general Maxwell system satisfy Eq. (4.3), 

(i=l,.··,m) 

where m is the number of Maxwell elements which satisfy Eq. (4.3), then, 

(i = 1,···,m) 

Summing the terms in Eq. (4.4) on both sides, 

!C; ='"Ceq!k; 
;=1 i=1 

Let 

m 

keq = Ikp 
;=! 

then, 

The dynamic stiffness of single Maxwell element, 

1 
----= 
1 1 
-+-
k; j(J)C; 

C· 1 + j(J).-!.... 
k; 

j(J)C; = --::--"---
1 + jffi'"C i 

(i = 1,.· ·,m) 

The dynamic stiffness of equivalent Maxwell element, 

1 j(J)Ceq = 
j(J)Ceq 

= 1 1 C 1 + jffi'"C eq -+-- 1 + j(J)......!!!.... 
keq j(J)Ceq keq 

Summing the dynamic stiffness of every single Maxwell element, 

j(J)!Ci ! j~Ci =! j~c; = ;=! = j(J)Ceq 

i=! 1 + Jffi'"C i i=! 1 + Jffi'"C eq 1 + jffi'"C eq 1 + jffi'"C eq 
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(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6(a, b» 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 



So the equivalent Maxwell element has the same dynamic stiffness as the sum of 

the dynamic stiffnesses of these Maxwell elements. In this case, the previous parameter 

identification method can be used for this general Maxwell system. However, what 

happens if Eq. (4.3) is not satisfied? In order to answer this question, six different general 

Maxwell systems with two Maxwell elements (M-M-V systems) are considered. All 

parameters of the six systems are listed in Table 4.1. 

There are two Type A Maxwell elements in System A, two Type B Maxwell 

elements in System B, two Type C Maxwell elements in System C, one Type A and one 

Type B Maxwell element in System D, one Type A and one Type C Maxwell element in 

System E, and one Type B and one Type C Maxwell element in System F. From the 

frequency response spectra of the actual M-M-V systems, the parameter identification 

method in chapter 3 identifies these systems as M-V models. The resulting parameters of 

identified M-V models are listed in Table 4.2, and the frequency response spectra of the 

actual M-M-V systems and identified M-V models are shown in Fig. 4.2. 
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Table 4.1. Parameters of Actual M-M-V Systems. 

M-M-V M-M-V M-M-V M-M-V M-M-V M-M-V 
Parameters 

System A SystemB System C SystemD SystemE System F 

m (kg) 1 1 1 1 1 1 

k (kN/m) 12 12 12 12 12 12 

c (N-s/m) 40 40 40 40 40 40 

kl (kN/m) 12 12 12 24 24 12 

CI (N-s/m) 20 80 2000 20 20 80 

'[I (ms) [Type] 1.67 [A] 6.67 [B] 166.67 [C] 1.67 [A] 1.67 [A] 6.67 [B] 

k2 (kN/m) 24 24 24 12 12 24 

C2 (N-s/m) 20 120 2000 80 2000 2000 

'[2 (ms) [Type] 0.83 [A] 5.00 [B] 83.33 [C] 6.67 [B] 166.67 [C] 83.33 [C] 

COn (rad/s) 112.684 216.050 219.718 152.126 156.833 214.806 

~ 0.371 0.404 0.108 0.432 0.203 0.182 
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Table 4.2. Parameters of Identified M-V Models. 

M- V M-V M-V M-V M-V M-V 
Parameters 

Model A ModelB Model C Model D ModelE Model F 

c (N-s/m) 49.702 40.382 39.724 58.030 60.637 61.395 

kl (kN/m) 18.788 35.492 35.987 12.695 12.420 33.221 

CI (N-s/m) 30.447 196.437 3476.033 83.162 2072.516 1482.569 

TI (ms) [Type] 1.62 [A] 5.53 [B] 96.59 [C] 6.55 [B] 166.87 [C] 44.63 [C] 
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Fig. 4.2. Frequency response of M-M-V Systems and corresponding identified M-V 

models (a) System and Model A; (b) System and Model B; (c) System and Model C; (d) 

System and Model D; (e) System and Model E; (f) System and Model F. 

As illustrated in Fig. 4.2(a-c), the frequency response curves of the identified M-

V models closely match those of the corresponding M-M-V systems. The Maxwell 
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element is Type A in identified M- V Model A, Type B in identified M- V Model B and Type 

C in identified M- V Model C. This illustrates that M-V models can be accurately 

identified for M-M-V systems if the two Maxwell elements making up the systems are of 

the same Type. 

Since the Type A elements in M-M-V System D and E are damping dominant, the 

effective stiffness of these systems is approximately the sum C + Cl. Consequently, the 

identification process identifies the primary dampers of the corresponding M-V models 

as approximately this sum. Also, the Maxwell element of the M- V Model D is identified 

as Type B and the Maxwell element of the M-V Model E is identified as Type C, which 

are consistent types compared to the non-Type A Maxwell elements making up M-M- V 

System D and E. Figures 4.2( d-e) comparing the frequency response curves of the 

identified M-V Model D and E to those of the M-M- V System D and E, respectively, 

illustrate that since damping dominant elements exist in M-M-V System D and E, the 

identified M-V models can accurately represent these systems. 

Unfortunately, the frequency response spectrum of identified M- V Model F does 

not accurately match the actual M-M- V System F (Fig. 4.2(f». Although the Type C 

element of the M-M- V System F is stiffness dominant, the primary spring stiffness k of 

the model is fixed since it's value is determined from static stiffness experiment. Also, no 

single Type B or Type C Maxwell element can simulate the combined behavior of a Type 

B and Type C element. Consequently, a parameter identification method for Maxwell 

models having two or more Maxwell elements is necessary. 
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4.3. Parameter Identification Using Constraint Optimization 

The parameter identification process for determining the 2n+ 1 unknowns e, e1, ... , 

en and k1, ... , kn of Maxwell models with n Maxwell elements is based on the nonlinear 

constraint optimization problem: 

N 

f(K)="I abs(H
j
(K)-H)---7 min for KEQ2n+l (4.11) 

j=l 

where N is the number of discrete frequencies of the measured complex frequency 

response Hj . The vector K contains the 2n+ 1 unknown parameters of the general Maxwell 

model governed by Eq. (4.1) and H/K) are calculated complex frequency response data of 

the model at the discrete frequencies. The optimization problem Eq. (4.11) minimizes the 

objective functionj(K), where the parameters K are subjected to the following constraints: 

and (4.12(a, b)) 

where (On(K) and S(K) are the calculated natural frequency and damping ratio governed by 

Eq. (4.2), and (On and S are estimated from the measured frequency response. A 

sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method is used as the solution algorithm for the 

identification [41]. 

4.3.1. Parameter identification of M-V systems 

To illustrate the effectiveness of parameter identification using the optimization 

method, the three numeric examples listed in Table 3.3, M-V systems, are investigated 

first. To simulate the measured frequency response functions in Eq. (4.11), random noise 

is included in the calculated frequency response functions 

(4.13) 
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where Uj is a normally distributed variable with zero mean and standard deviation 0" = 0, 

0.01 and 0.05. The vector Ko consists of the parameters of original M-V systems. The 

frequency (J)j ranges form 0 to 300 radls and 300 evenly distributed data points are used 

for identification. Because the mass and primary stiffness are known, only three 

parameters need to be identified. The identified results are listed in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3. Identified parameters of M-V models using optimization method. 

Parameter M-V Model A M-V ModelB M-V Model C 

0" 0 0.01 0.05 0 0.01 0.05 0 0.01 0.05 

c (N-s/m) 40.00 35.41 32.10 40.00 39.70 38.22 40.01 39.99 40.74 

k] (kN/m) 12.00 17.80 22.72 12.00 12.06 12.36 12.00 12.00 12.00 

c] (N-s/m) 20.00 24.45 27.69 80.00 80.02 80.16 400.0 399.4 419.9 

In the case where 0" = 0, the identified M-V models are almost the same as the 

parameters of original M-V systems. In the case where experimental error exists, the 

identified results of M-V Model C only differ slightly from the actual values, but the 

identified results of M-V Model A differ considerably. Recall the results shown in Fig. 

3.14-3.16. In the case where the Maxwell element in the M-V model is Type A, the 

frequency response spectrum changes only a little as the parameters change. In the case 

where the Maxwell element in the M-V model is Type C, the frequency response 

spectrum changes a lot as the parameters change. Therefore, the parameters of identified 

M-V Model A change a lot when experimental error exists, but the parameters of 

identified M-V Model C change only a little when experimental error exists. Although the 
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identified parameters are not exactly the same as the parameters of the original M-V 

systems when experimental error exists, the frequency response spectrum of identified 

M-V models are almost the same as those of original M-V systems. Figure 4.3 shows the 

frequency response spectrum of identified M-V models (for (J = 0.05) and the original M

V systems. 
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Fig. 4.3. Frequency response functions of (a) M-V System A and M-V Model A (0" = 

0.05); (b) M-V System Band M-V Model B (0" = 0.05); (c) M-V System C and M-V 

Model C (0" = 0.05). 
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4.3.2. Parameter identification of M-M-V systems 

The parameters of the identified M-M-V Model F are listed in Table 4.4, which 

match closely to the parameters of actual M-M-V System F in the case of (J = 0 and 0.01. 

Although the results are different in case of (J = 0.05, the frequency response spectrum of 

identified M-M- V Model F is very close to that of actual M-M-V System F (Fig. 4.4). 

Table 4.4. Parameters of Identified M-M-V Model F. 

(J 0 0.01 0.05 

c (N-s/m) 39.9903 39.9552 43.5938 

kJ (kN/m) 12.0025 11.9991 11.3901 

CI (N-s/m) 79.9205 79.7038 86.9666 

k2 (kN/m) 24.0041 24.0201 23.8265 

C2 (N-s/m) 1999.97 1998.76 1993.82 
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Fig 4.4. Frequency response spectra of actual M-M-V System F and identified M-M-V 

Model F (0' = 0.05) 

Now consider two general Maxwell systems in Table 4.5. There are three 

Maxwell elements in the general Maxwell System A and six Maxwell elements in general 

Maxwell System B. The optimization method is used for identifying these Maxwell 

systems as M-M-V models (i.e., having only 2 Maxwell elements). The resulting 

identified parameters of the models are listed in Table 4.6. The frequency response 

spectra of identified M-M-V models match the frequency response spectra of actual 

general Maxwell systems very well (Fig. 4.5). The identified models are not unique since 

the identified parameters vary depending on the initial guesses chosen. However, 

accurate estimates of the frequency response can be achieved if the following two rules 

are utilized when selecting the initial guesses. First, the initial values for the elements of 

the Maxwell model should be chosen so that the resulting element Types are not the 

same, e.g., choose one element to be Type B and one Type C. Second, the initial guesses 

of the elements should be chosen so that the natural frequency and damping ratio of the 

Maxwell model are close to that of the system. Curves of the influences of Cj and kj on 
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natural frequency and damping ratio from reference are helpful in choosing initial 

guesses. Although it is difficult to know exactly how many Maxwell elements are 

necessary to identify an actual Maxwell system, these examples show that it is possible to 

identify a Maxwell model with only two Maxwell elements that can accurately simulate 

the static and dynamic behavior of a Maxwell system having more Maxwell elements. 

From the identified results, it is concluded that the two Maxwell elements in 

identified M-M-V model which can accurately simulate the static and dynamic behavior 

of Maxwell system should belong to Type B and Type C. Because the Type A element is 

damping dominant, the combination of Type A element and the primary damper can be 

replaced by a new damper without significant modeling error. The Type C element is 

stiffness dominant and the primary spring is fixed by the static stiffness. The combined 

effect of them can not be replaced by a single spring. The Type B element is neither 

damping dominant nor stiffness dominant, it playa special effect in the model and can 

not be replaced by a damper or spring. 
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Table 4.5. Parameters of General Maxwell Systems. 

General Maxwell System A General Maxwell System B 

m (kg) 1 m (kg) 1 k4 (kN/m) 24 

k (kN/m) 12 k (kN/m) 12 C4 (N-s/m) 120 

c (N-s/m) 40 c (N-s/m) 40 't'4 (ms) [Type] 5.00 [B] 

kl (kN/m) 12 kl (kN/m) 12 ks (kN/m) 12 

Cl (N-s/m) 20 Cl (N-s/m) 20 Cs (N-s/m) 2000 

't'J (ms) [Type] 1.67 [A] 't'l (ms) [Type] 1.67 [A] 't's (ms) [Type] 166.67 [C] 

k2 (kN/m) 12 k2 (kN/m) 24 k6 (kN/m) 24 

C2 (N-s/m) 80 C2 (N-s/m) 20 C6 (N-s/m) 2000 

't'2 (ms) [Type] 6.67 [B] 't'2 (ms) [Type] 0.83 [A] 't'6 (ms) [Type] 83.33 [C] 

k3 (kN/m) 24 k3 (kN/m) 12 (On (rad/s) 293.87 

C3 (N-s/m) 2000 C3 (N-s/m) 80 S 0.26 

't'3 (ms) [Type] 83.33 [C] 't'3 (ms) [Type] 6.67 [B] - -

(On (rad/s) 112.68 - - - -

S 0.37 - - - -
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Table 4.6. Parameters of identified general Maxwell models. 

General Maxwell Model A General Maxwell Model B 

C (N-s/m) 49.54 c (N-s/m) 65.73 

kJ (kN/m) 14.95 kJ (kN/m) 40.69 

CJ (N-s/m) 81.76 CJ (N-s/m) 209.15 

't1 (ms) [Type] 5.47 [B] 'tJ (ms) [Type] 5.14 [B] 

k2 (kN/m) 24.65 k2 (kN/m) 36.50 

C2 (N-s/m) 2003.24 C2 (N-s/m) 3797.60 

't2 (ms) [Type] 81.27 [C] 't2 (ms) [Type] 104.05 [C] 
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Fig. 4.5. The frequency response spectra of (a) general Maxwell System A and identified 

M-M- V Model A; (b) general Maxwell System B and identified M-M- V Model B. 

4.4. Summary 

In this chapter, a parameter identification method based on constraint 

optimization is developed for general Maxwell models that have two or more Maxwell 

elements in a single mass isolation system by fitting the models to measured frequency 

response spectra. The effectiveness of the identification method is verified by several 

analytical examples. These studies reveal that a Maxwell model having only one 

Maxwell element can simulate the dynamic characteristics of a Maxwell system having 
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two Maxwell elements as long as one is not Type B and the other is not Type C. These 

analytical studies also conclude that a Maxwell model having two Maxwell elements 

(One Type B and one Type C) can simulate the dynamic characteristics of a Maxwell 

system having more than two Maxwell elements. 
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CHAPTERS 

PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION OF RUBBER ISOLATORS 

A bubble mount (Fig. 5.l(a)), plate mount (Fig. 5.l(b)) and rubber stud (Fig. 

5.l(c)) are considered for the experimental portion of this study. In practice, these mounts 

are used to isolate vibration and shock in electronic or medical equipment, avionics, 

computers, small pumps, compressors, appliances, office machines and transportation 

equipment [42]. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 5.1. (a) Bubble mount; (b) plate mount; (c) rubber stud. 

5.1. Static Stiffness Experimental Setup and Results 

The static stiffness experiment employed to determine the primary stiffness k of 

the isolators is shown in Fig. 5.2 where P-3500 portable strain Indicator and a 3167-50 

load cell were used to make enasurements. The deflection is manually adjusted in 0.25 
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mm increments for the bubble mount, 0.1 mm increments for the plate mount and 0.05 

mm increments for the rubber stud. The forces acting on load cell (connected in series 

with the mounts) are read after the deflections are fixed for one minute. Both the loading 

and unloading processes are measured and the resulting load versus deflection curves 

along with the directions of both loading and unloading are shown Fig. 5.3. The bubble 

mount exhibits a softening spring behavior for small deflections, but exhibits a hardening 

spring behavior for large deflections. The plate mount behaves approximately linear and 

the rubber stud exhibits a hardening spring behavior over the deflection ranges 

considered. The mass used in frequency response experiment (Chapter 5.2) compresses 

each mount to a static equilibrium position Xo::::: 0.75,0.5 and 0.2 mm for the bubble 

mount, plate mount and rubber stud, respectively. An average static stiffness for each 

mount about Xo under the loading and unloading processes is taken within the limits of 

the frequency response experiment by the least means square method. The static stiffness 

results are listed in Table 5.1. 

(a) 

Deflection control 

Rubber 
mount 

Load cell 

(b) 

Fig. 5.2. Static stiffness experiment system. 
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Table 5.1. Static stiffness of rubble mounts. 

Mount Type Bubble mount Plate mount Rubber stud 

Linear Static Stiffness (kN/m) 14.013 23.151 54.507 

5.2. Frequency Response Experimental Setup and Results 

Figure 5.4 contains a photograph and schematic of the experimental setup for 

measuring frequency response of each isolator mounted to a cylindrical block of mass m 

= 1.041 kg. A drill press is used to provide a rigid foundation for the experiment, as 

shown in Figure 5.4(a). To maintain a balanced mass and minimize rocking motion, 

three accelerometers are used. The average of three frequency spectra are used as 

experiment results for parameter identification. 

(a) 

Mass 

Rubber 
Mount 

Power 
Amplifier 

Force Transducer 

Signal 
Generator 

ND 

Accelerometer 

Computer 

(b) 

Fig. 5.4 Dynamic experiment system. 
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The experimental setup includes an Agilent 33220A signal generator, a Peavey 

PMA 70+ power amplifier, a LDS V203 shaker, a PCB 208 force transducer, 3 PCB 353 

accelerometers, and a National Instruments SCXI 1531 ND converter with anti-aliasing 

filters. National Instruments was used for data acquisition. The measured frequency 

response spectra are estimated via the transfer function of the system with the input 

forces from the shaker and the output acceleration from the accelerometers using Welch's 

averaged periodogram method. The transfer function is the quotient of cross power 

spectral density of input force and output acceleration and the power spectral density of 

output acceleration. In order to achieve accurate damping property of the system, no 

window is employed for the calculation. The number of FFf points used to calculation is 

10,000 and the sampling frequency is 5,000 Hz. The measured results are shown in Fig. 

5.5 result from frequency domain average response spectra of the three accelerometers. 

Fixed frequency sine excitations are applied in 0.5 Hz increments from 3 to 80 Hz for the 

bubble and plate mount and from 3 to 160 Hz for the rubber stud. The natural 

frequencies are determined from zero crossings of the real part of measured frequency 

response spectra and the damping ratios are estimated by half-power point method. 

Results are listed in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2. Natural frequency and damping ratio of rubble mounts. 

Part number Bubble mount Plate mount Rubber stud 

Natural frequency (rad/s) 187.15 229.59 559.29 

Damping ratio 0.09 0.09 0.15 

5.3. Parameter Identification 

The parameter identification methods developed in chapter 3 and 4 will be used to 

identify the rubber isolators as Voigt, M-V and M-M-V models. The accuracy of each 

model will be illustrated by comparing the frequency responses of each identified model 

with the corresponding measured frequency responses from experiment. 

5.3.1. Voigt model parameter identification 

Since ron and ~ are estimated from the measured frequency response spectra, two 

approaches exist to identify the parameters m, c and k of the Voigt models. The models 

can be identified by using the primary stiffness k determined from the static stiffness 

experiment, then m = kiron 2 and c = 2m~ron. Or, the isolated mass m measured on a weight 

scale can be used, then k = mron 
2 and c = 2mt;ron. A Voigt model identified by the first 

approach will be referred to as Voigt Model K - the stiffness consistent Voigt model, and 

the Voigt model identified by the second approach will be referred to as Voigt Model M

the mass consistent Voigt model. The corresponding parameters of the identified Voigt 

models for each rubber mount are listed in Table 5.3. The frequency response of Voigt 
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model K, Voigt Model M and experiment are show in Fig. 5.6. The frequency response of 

each Voigt Model K are larger in magnitude than the measured frequency response, while 

the frequency response of each Voigt Model M are smaller in magnitude than the 

measured frequency response. The frequency response of each Voigt Model M more 

closely match the experimentally measured frequency response except in the low 

frequency range. This is due to the fact that the Voigt Model M can match the natural 

frequency and damping ratio but not the static stiffness. Alternatively, the Voigt Model K 

can match the static stiffness, natural frequency and damping ratio. However, the 

frequency response is shifted higher in magnitude than the measured frequency response 

across the entire frequency range. 

Table 5.3. Parameters of identified Voigt models. 

Part number Bubble mount Plate mount Rubber stud 

m (kg) 0.40 0.44 0.17 

Voigt Model K k (kN/m) 14.01 23.15 54.51 

c (N-s/m) 13.37 18.07 29.53 

m (kg) 1.04 1.04 1.04 

Voigt Model M k (kN/m) 36.46 54.87 325.63 

c (N-s/m) 34.80 42.83 176.41 
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5.3.2. Parameter identification as Maxwell-Voigt model 

In this section the method developed in Chapter 3 is utilized to identify M-V 

models for the three rubber isolators. The identified parameters of the M-V models are 

listed in Table 5.4 (Trial 1) where all the Maxwell elements are identified as Type C

stiffness dominant. Consequently, since the models' values for k are chosen to match the 

experimentally measured static stiffness values, the models' identified values for kl result 

in sums k + kl equal to values such that the models' natural frequencies match the 

estimated natural frequencies from experiment. Also, the identified damping coefficients 

c equal values such that the models' damping ratios match the estimated damping ratios 

from experiment. Therefore, the M-V models match not only natural frequency and 

damping ratio but also static stiffness. The measured and identified frequency responses 

are show in Fig. 5.7. The frequency response of M -V Models match much closer to the 

experimentally measured frequency response compared to those of the respective Voigt 

Model M in the low frequency range. However, the accuracy of the M-V Models' 

frequency responses are similar to those of the respective Voigt Model M near and above 

the peak. 

From Chapter 3, it is shown that the M-V Model's frequency response will increase in 

magnitude as the value of primary damper c decreases. Therefore, in order to closer 

match the models' frequency response with experiment in the range near the natural 

frequency, another group of parameters are identified as listed in Table 5.5 (Trial 2). Here 

the identified Maxwell elements belong to Type B and the primary damping coefficients c 

are negative. Since the Type B elements contribute damping to the system, the combined 

dynamic effect of the Type B element and primary damper are similar to the primary 
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damper of M-V models in Table 5.4 (Trial 1). The Type B elements also contribute 

stiffness to the system with a dynamic effect similar to the Type C elements of M-V 

models in Table 5.4 (Trial 1). The frequency responses of these new M-V Models are 

illustrated in Fig. 5.8. As shown, the curves match very well in the range near the natural 

frequency, but not well in the low frequency range. 

Table 5.4. Parameters of identified Maxwell-Voigt models (Trial 1). 

Isolator Type Bubble mount Plate mount Rubber stud 

m (kg) 1.041 1.04 1.04 

k (kN/m) 14.01 23.15 54.51 

C (N-s/m) 25.81 31.877 153.36 

kl (kN/m) 22.27 31.47 267.83 

CI (N-s/m) 1588.57 1729.11 10070.89 

'(I (ms) [Type] 71.32 [C] 55.09 [C] 37.60 [C] 

Table 5.5. Parameters of identified Maxwell-Voigt models (Trial 2). 

Isolator Type Bubble mount Plate mount Rubber stud 

m (kg) 1.04 1.04 1.04 

k(kN/m) 14.01 23.15 54.51 

C (N-s/m) -40 -27 -125 

kl (kN/m) 28.68 36.95 324.86 

CI (N-s/m) 245.73 318.44 934.16 

'(I (ms) [Type] 8.57 [B] 8.62 [B] 2.88 [B] 
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5.3.3. Parameter identification of M-M-V models by constrain 

optimization 

The results of section 5.3.2 illustrate that the M-V models do not match measured 

frequency response curve very well over the entire frequency range. From Chapter 3, the 

case that M-V model can not simulate well the system which consists of Type B and Type 

C Maxwell elements. So, the method developed in chapter 4 is used to identify the 

parameters of rubber isolator models with two Maxwell elements (M-M-V models). The 

resulting parameters are listed in Table 5.6. If the resulting Maxwell elements of the 

models belong to Type B and Type C, the conclusion in Chapter 4 will be proved; i.e., the 

two Maxwell elements in identified M-M-V model which can accurately simulate the 

static and dynamic behavior of Maxwell system should belong to Type B and Type C 

respectively. 

Since the values Of't1 and 't2 in Table 5.6 are very different for all three models, it 

is easy to conclude that the two Maxwell elements in each model belong to a different 

Type. Also, note the negative values identified for the primary damper c. Consequently, 

since the model's overall damping must be positive, there must be at least one Maxwell 

element in each of the M-M-V models that belong to Type A or B since only Type A and 

B elements contribute damping to the system (Type C elements are stiffness dominant 

and therefore do not add damping). Because the M-V models in Table 5.4 present correct 

natural frequencies and damping ratios and the identified Maxwell elements belong to 

Type C which is stiffness dominant, the primary damper c present all the damping effect 

of the mounting system. The combined damping effect of the Type A or B element and 
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the primary damper c should be equivalent to the effect of the primary damper c of M-V 

Models in Table 5.4. If the Maxwell element with 't) is damping dominant (Type A), the 

sum of c and c) in Table 5.6 should be similar to the value of c in Table 5.4. By 

comparing the data in Table 5.4 and 5.6, it is found that the sum of c and c) in Table 5.6 

are much larger than to the value of c in Table 5.4 for all three models. Therefore, it is 

concluded that the Maxwell element with 't) in each model is not Type A but Type B. 

Since 't2 is much large than 't), the second Maxwell element should belong to Type C for 

all three models. This result matches the conclusion in Chapter 4 where the two Maxwell 

elements identified in the M-M-V model belong to Type B and Type C. 

Since Type B elements also contribute stiffness, the combined stiffness effect of 

the Type Band C elements should be equivalent to the effect of Type C elements of M-V 

models in Table 5.4. Since the stiffness values k2 of the stiffness dominant elements in 

Table 5.6 are obviously smaller than the stiffness values kl in Table 5.4, the Maxwell 

element with 'tl should belong to Type B or C in order to contribute stiffness effect to the 

systems. Also, the sum of kl and k2 in Table 5.6 are obviously larger than the stiffness 

values k) in Table 5.4. Therefore, at least one of the Maxwell elements of M-M-V models 

is not Type C. This again demonstrates that the two identified Maxwell elements of the 

M-M-V models in Table 5.6 belong to Type B and Type C. 

The frequency response of identified M-M-V models and experimental system are 

show in Fig. 5.9. As shown, the frequency response of models match much closer to the 

experimentally measured frequency response compared with the results from section 

5.3.2. 
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Table 5.6. Parameters of identified general Maxwell models. 

Part number Bubble mount Plate mount Rubber stud 

m (kg) 1.04 1.04 1.04 

k (kN/m) 14.01 23.15 54.51 

c (N-s/m) -55.49 -29.15 -70.18 

kl (kN/m) 64.44 45.21 389.70 

CI (N-s/m) 87.81 70.93 239.46 

1:1 (ms) [Type] 1.36 [B] 1.57 [B] 0.61 [B] 

k2 (kN/m) 18.23 26.05 224.11 

C2 (N-s/m) 2297.39 2402.82 15507.4 

1:2 (ms) [Type] 126.01 [C] 92.24 [C] 69.20 [C] 
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Fig. 5.9. Frequency response spectra of (a) bubble mount; (b) plate mount; (c) rubber 

stud. 
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5.4. Summary 

Experiments on real elastomcric isolators are conducted with three different 

rubber isolators subjected to both static and dynamic experiments. For all three rubber 

isolators, it is shown that although identified stiffness consistent Voigt models can match 

the static stiffness, natural frequency and damping ratio, they cannot match the measured 

frequency response. Meanwhile, identified mass consistent Voigt models match 

measured natural frequencies and damping ratios, although they cannot match the 

measured static stiffness and frequency response. Identified Maxwell models having only 

one Maxwell element can match the measured natural frequency, damping ratio and static 

stiffness, but cannot match the measured frequency response curves well. However, using 

the method developed in this article, identified Maxwell models having two Maxwell 

elements can accurately represent the measured static and dynamic characteristics of real 

elastomeric isolation systems. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF AN AEROELASTIC AIRCRAFT WING WITH 
DYNAMIC VIBRATION ABSORBER 

6.1. Dynamic Analysis of an Aeroelastic Aircraft Wing 

6.1.1. Problem formulation 

The aeroelastic airfoil is a flexible structure residing in a steady-state airflow. 

The dynamic properties of this system such as natural frequencies and damping ratios 

change as flight parameters (such as airspeed U) and external condition (such as air 

density p) change. A two-degree-of-freedom analytical model of a pitch-plunge airfoil is 

illustrated in Fig. 6.1. 

fa 

r 

Co ---J..- Ce --t~---- Ca ----+I 

~------C 

Fig. 6.1. Analytical model of pitch-plunge airfoil. 

Consider the pitch-plunge airfoil having a straight elastic axis perpendicular to the 

fuselage which is assumed to be fixed in space. The deformation can be measured by 
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deflection wand rotation u. The governing equations of motion of the analytical model 

are [13], 

mw = -kw - ~kW + kcea + ~kcea - Fw + fa 

Ia=kcew+~kcew-(ka +kc;)a-~(ka +kc;)a-Ta -cafa 

from reference [47], 

Fw =U 2 pc deL a+U pc deL W+U pc deL (3c -co)a 
2 da 2 da 2 da 4 

(6.1a, b) 

2 pc deL c pc deL c . pc deL c 3c 11:. 
Ta = U ---(- - co)a + U---(- - co)w+ U---[(- - co)(- - co) + --]a 

2 da 4 2 da 4 2 da 4 4 8 deL 

(6.2a, b) 

Ta 

tG) w 

! kw 
Fw 

1"- Ce 

Fig. 6.2. Dynamic analysis of pitch-plunge airfoil. 

Then, the governing equations of motion 

where 

Mx + (C + UL)x + (K + U 2H)x = bfa 

1 

L= pc dCL 1 Co 

2 da c(---) 
4 C 

(6.4) 
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K = [k - kC
e 2]' 

- kCe ka + kCe 

c(~-~) 
4 C 

(6.3) 

c2[(..!._ co)(i_ cO )+_1t_l 
4 C 4 C 8 dCL 

da 

da 



In Eq. (2), the translational and rotational structural stiffnesses of the wing are described 

by k and ka respectively, m and I are the mass and mass moment of inertia about the 

center of gravity of the wing, and ~ is the proportionality constant for this proportionally 

damped system. The derivative dCzldu is assumed to be constant, U is the airspeed and p 

is the density of air. The external force fa is from aileron excitation. Land H are from the 

aeroelasticity theory of cantilever wing [47]. 

6.1.2. Modal analysis 

Rewrite Eq. (6.3) in state-space form, 

where 

o 
o 

A=-!... 

y=Ay+Q 

o 
o 

kc, _U 2 ~ dCL 

m 2m da m 
kc, 

1 
_ ka +kc; _U2 £C dC L (..!._.:1.) 

1 21 da 4 c 

,'w 
0 

0 

Q= fa 

m 
cafa 

I 

1 

o 
-~k -u2!:.... dCL 

m 2m da 

~kc, -U £C dCl (..!._.:1.) 
1 21 da 4 c 

o 
1 

(6.5) 

~kc, -U £C dCL (~_.:1.) 
m 2m da 4 c 

~(ka +kc;) U ~[dCl (2_.:1.+ c~ )+2:] 
1 21 da 16 c c 2 8 

(6.6) 

The modal analysis is based on the eigenvalue problem of system matrix A in Eq. 

(6.6). Due to the presence of airspeed U in system matrix A, the natural frequencies and 

damping ratios change as airspeed changes. The natural frequencies and damping ratios 

versus airspeed are shown in Fig. 6.2. When the airspeed exceeds the critical airspeed 

Ucr, the damping ratio of totational model is negative, and the system is unstable. 
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Fig. 6.2. Natural frequencies and damping ratios versus airspeed velocity. "--" 

rotational model; "- -" translational model. 

6.1.3. Impulse response analysis 

From Eq (6.5), the time response of system can be expressed using the transition 

matrix method [43], 

y(k + 1) = <I>y(k) + I'Q(k) (6.7) 

where, 
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m AT T2 2 T3 3 
'¥=e =I+TA+-A +-A + ... 

2! 3! 
(6.8) 

and 

(6.9) 

In Eq. (6.8), T is time increment of calculation. In the case of the external 

disturbance of lkN impulse force at aileron, the impulse responses of pitch-plunge airfoil 

at different airspeed are calculated and shown in Fig. 6.3. The unit of vertical coordinate 

is rotation in one thousandth of radian and the unit of horizontal coordinate is time in 

second. In the cases of the airspeed is less than UCT> the system is stable and the impulse 

time responses vanish quickly. In the case of the airspeed equal to Ucr the vibration lasts 

for a long time before it vanishes. In the cases of the airspeed is higher than Ucr, the 

system is unstable and the vibration will continuously increase. These results are 

consistent with the results of modal analysis. 
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Fig. 6.3. Impulse time responses of pitch-plunge airfoil. (a, b) U = 0; (c, d) U = 0.25Uer ; 

(e, f) U = 0.5Uer ; (g, h) U = 0.75Uer ; (i, j) U = Uer ; (k, 1) U = 1.25Uer ; (a, c, e, g, i, k) 

translational movement w; (b, d, f, h, j, 1) rotational movement u. 
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The time response of the pitch-plunge airfoil under random external excitation is 

simulated with airspeed accelerating continuously from UlUcr = 0.8 to 1.2 at a linear rate 

for 30 seconds. The external excitation/a with mean zero and standard deviation 1 kN is 

applied over the 30 second time period. Results are shown in Fig. 6.4 where the 

translational displacement wand the rotational movement a are stable at the cases of the 

airspeeds under Ucr, but increase very quickly after the airspeed reaches Ucr. 
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Fig. 6.4. Flight simulation of aeroelastic aircraft wing. 
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6.2. Dynamic Analysis of an Aeroelastic Aircraft Wing with DVA 

6.2.1. Problem formulation 

In order to increases the critical airspeed and improve the dynamic properties of 

the pitch-plunge airfoil at higher airspeed, the application of DV A (dynamic vibration 

absorber) is investigated for the aircraft wing vibration suppression. The three-degree-of-

freedom analytical model of pitch-plunge airfoil with a DV A is illustrated in Fig. 6.5. 

Xl 

fa 

I 

~------c 

Fig. 6.5. Analytical model of pitch-plunge airfoil with absorber. 

The governing equations of motion of the analytical model are, 

Mx + (C + UL + D)x + (K + U 2H + G)x = bfa (6.10) 

where 
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x=[:J b=[-;.J [m 0 0] 
M= 0 I 0 , C=~K, 

o 0 m1 

K =[-:. 
-kc. 

~J H= pc dC, [~ 1 

~l ka. +kc; c(.!.. _ CO) 

2 do, 4 c 
0 0 0 

1 
3 Co 

0 c(---) 
4 c 

L= pc dCL (1 Co c2[(.!.. _ Co )(~ _ CO) + _1t_l 0 c ---) 
2 do, 4 c 4 c 4 c 8 dCL 

do, 
0 0 0 

D = c.[ _11. 
-Ia -1] G = k{ _11. 

-Ia -1] I 2 
I; , 

I 2 
I; , a a 

-1 la -1 la (6.11) 

The parameters of the DV A, mass m}, stiffness kl' damping Cl and distance from 

DV A to the gravity center of the wing la, will be determined in the following section. 

Equation (6.10) can also be written in state-space form as Eq. (6.5), but the matrix A and 

vectors y and Q are different from Eq. (6.6). For this analytical model, 

0 0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 
KII +U 2Hll +Gll KI2 +U 2HI2 +G12 K\3 +U 2H\3 +G\3 Cll +ULll +Dll C12 + ULI2 + DI2 C\3 + UL\3 + D\3 

A= m m m m m m 
K21 +u 2H21 +G21 K22 +U 2H22 +G22 K 23 +U 2H23 +G23 C21 + UL21 + D21 C22 + UL22 + D22 C23 +ULz3 + D23 

I I I I I I 
K31 +U2H 31 +G31 K32 +U2H 32 +G32 K33 +U2H33 +G33 C 31 +UL31 +D31 C32 +UL32 +D32 C33 +UL33 +D33 

ml ml ml ml ml ml 

0 
w 

a 0 

0 
XI 

Q= fa y= w m 
eX _ cafa 

XI 
I 

0 

(6.12) 
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The modal analysis is based on the eigenvalue problem of system matrix A in Eq. 

(6.12). The time response analysis is based on the same equation as in Eq. (6.7-9). The 

matrix A and vector y and Q are from Eq. (6.12). 

6.2.2. Optimized parameters of OVA 

The parameters of DV A need to be decided to maximize the minimum damping 

ratio and get the desired property. The limitation is from the constraints of aircraft 

design. For this example, let ml/m = 0.04 and the DV A is put near the front tip. The 

minimum damping ratios of system with DV A which has variable parameters of CI and kl 

are shown in Fig. 6.6-6.9. They are the results of system simulation with the airspeed Ur 

= 0.5Ucr (Fig 5(a, b, c)), Ucr (Fig. 5(d, e, f)), 1.06Ucr (Fig. 5(g, h, i)) and 1. 12Ucr (Fig. 5(j, 

k, I)) separatel y. 

From these figures, two basic conclusions can be drawn: First, the damping ratio 

of system change as the values of kl and CI change. For all the different airspeed 

conditions which are illustrated in Fig. 6.6, every surface of minimum damping ratio has 

only one maximum point. That means the optimized parameters of kl and CI exists at the 

maximum point. The optimization method can be applied for searching the optimized 

value of kl and CI. Second, at low airspeed, such as U = 0.5Ucr, the minimum damping 

ratio with optimized values of kl and CI changes slightly in a small range as the values of 

kl and CI change. The system is stable in a wide range of values of kl and CI. As the 

airspeed increases to U = Ucr, this is the critical airspeed of the system without the 

application of DV A, the system is stable with the application of DV A. The influence of 

the values of kl and CIon minimum damping ratio increases. The minimum damping 
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ratio can be higher than the minimum damping ratio in the case of airspeed U = O.5Uer if 

the values of kl and Cl are around the optimized position. Out of this optimized range, the 

minimum damping ratio is lower than the minimum damping ratio values in the case of 

airspeed U = O.5Uer• As the airspeed keep increases, such as U = l.06Uer, the system can 

be stable only in a specific range of values of kl and Cl. Out of this range the system will 

be unstable. As the airspeed increases to U = 1. 12Uer, the system is stable only in a very 

small range. The influence of parameter of kl and CIon stability of system increases 

dramatically. 
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The distance from DV A to the gravity center of the wing la, influences the 

properties of vibration suppression. Figure 6.10 shows the minimum damping ratio as 

airspeed changes with different value of la and optimized values of CI and kl • The mass 

mtlm = 0.04. Because the purpose of DV A is to suppress the vibration at high airspeed, 

the judgment for the position of DV A is based on the critical airspeed where the system 

turns to be unstable. From Fig. 6.10, the critical airspeeds for different distances from 

DV A to the gravity center of the wing are listed in Table 6.1. The DV A performs better 

as the value of la increases for this specific example. The limitation is from structure 

design of the wing. From Table 6.1, the best result is from the case the DVA is placed at 

the front tip. 

Table 6.1. Critical airspeed with different DV A position. 

Position Critical airspeed (VIVer) 

Rear tip 1.07 

Rear middle 1.06 

Front middle 1.09 

Front tip 1.14 
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Fig. 6.10. Optimized Minimum damping ratios where the position of DV A is (a) rear tip; 
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The mass of DV A is another factor which influences the effects of vibration 

suppression. Figure 6.11 shows the optimized minimum damping ratio as airspeed 

changes with different DVA mass and optimized CI and kl. The position of the DVA is 

close to the front tip. From Fig. 6.11, the critical airspeeds for different mass are listed in 

Table 6.2. The DV A performs better as the mass increases. The limitation is from the 

constraints of aircraft design. From Table 6.2, the best result is from the case where mtlm 

=0.04. 

Table 6.2. Critical airspeed with different DV A mass. 

ml/m Critical airspeed (UlUcr) 

0.01 1.08 

0.02 1.10 

0.03 1.12 

0.04 1.14 
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Fig. 6.11. Optimized Minimum damping ratios where mass is (a) 0.01; (b) 0.02; (c) 0.03; 
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In the case of the DV A is placed at the front tip and the mtlm = 0.04, the 

optimized DVA parameters, kl and CI, are shown in Fig. 6.12. The associated minimum 

damping ratios are already shown in Fig. 6.1 O( d) and Fig. 6.11 (d). 
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Fig. 6.12. Optimized values of DV A parameters CI and kl • 
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6.2.2. Comparison with the performance of constant parameter DV A 

For the tunable DV A control, both the values of kl and CI need to be controlled 

based on the values shown in Fig. 6.12. Unfortunately, the device for tunable stiffness is 

not well developed yet. Tuning both kl and CI at the same time according the values 

shown in Fig. 6.12 is very difficult. The constant parameter DV A is an alternative way 

due to its simplicity. But the effect of vibration suppression of constant parameter DV A 

needs to be investigated and compared with the effects of tunable DV A. From Fig. 6.12, 

three DVA are designed based on the parameters values at the airspeed UIUcr = 1, 1.06 

and 1.12. The parameters of three DVAs are listed in Table 6.3. The minimum damping 

ratios are shown in Fig. 6.13. It is found that the constant DVA(2) which is designed 

based on the airspeed UIUcr = 1.06 have best vibration suppression effect. Its critical 

airspeed UIUcr = 1.074. It is very different from the vibration suppression effect of 

tunable DVA whose critical airspeed UIUcr = 1.141. 

Table 6.3. Critical airspeed with different constant DV A. 

Model kl (N/mm) CI (N-s/mm) Critical airspeed ratio (Ucr) 

Constant DVA(I) 29.38 1.88 1.02 

Constant DV A(2) 91.56 0.86 1.07 

Constant DV A(3) 123.16 0.59 1.04 
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6.2.4. Simulation results 

The time response of the pitch-plunge airfoil under random external excitation is 

simulated with airspeed accelerating continuously from U/Ucr = 0.8 to 1.2 at a linear rate 

for 30 seconds. The external excitationfa with mean zero and standard deviation 1 kN is 

applied over the 30 second time period. Figure 6.14-6.16 shows the time responses of the 

pitch-plunge airfoil with DV A(I), DV A(2), DV A(3). The time responses of the pitch

plunge airfoil with tunable DVA whose parameters are controlled based on the data are 

shown in Fig. 6.12. The translational displacement wand the rotational movement a 

increase very quickly after the airspeed reaches U = 1.19Ucr• The behavior of tunable 

DV A is much better than the behavior of any constant parameter DV A. 
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Fig. 6.17. Time responses of pitch-plunge airfoil with tunable DV A versus airspeed. 

6.3. Tunable DVA Design and Dynamic Analysis 

6.3.1. Tunable DVA design and problem formulation 

From the results of previous analysis, the tunable DVA can increases the critical 

airspeed of the pitch-plunge airfoil to 1.141Ucr• The problems of tunable DVA are there 
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are two tunable components need to be controlled at the same time and the tunable 

stiffness component is not well developed yet. From Chapter 3, both stiffness and 

damping properties of system can be adjusted at the same time by tuning the damping 

coefficient of Maxwell element. The configuration of DV A with a tunable Maxwell 

element in system is designed and investigated in this section. The four-degree-of-

freedom analytical model of pitch-plunge airfoil with a tunable Maxwell element DV A is 

illustrated in Fig. 6.18. 

fa 

r 

Co ---J .... Ce ---t'4+----- Ca ----.! 

~------C 

Fig. 6.18. Analytical model of pitch-plunge airfoil with absorber. 

The governing equations of motion of the analytical model are, 

Mx + (C + UL + D)x + (K + U 2H + G)x = bJa (6.14) 

where 
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w 1 m 0 0 0 

a -Ca 0 I 0 0 
C=PK, X= b= M= 

0' x, 0 0 0 m, 

X2 0 0 0 0 0 

k -kc, 0 0 0 1 0 0 
1 Co 

-kc, ka + kc; 0 0 H = pc deL 0 c(---) 0 0 
K= 4 c 

0 0 0 0' 2 da 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 
3 Co 

0 0 c(---) 
4 c 

1 Co C2[(.!._~)(~-~)+ 1t ] 0 0 L= pc deL c(---) 
4 c 4 c 4 c 8 deL 

2 da 
da 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

C, +c2 -a(c, +c2) -c, -C2 k, -ak, -k, 0 

-a(c, +c2) a 2(c, +c2) ac, aC2 -ak, a 2k, ak, 0 
D= G= 

-c, ac, c, 0 -k, ak, k, +k2 -k2 

-C2 aC2 0 C2 0 0 -k2 k2 

(6.15) 

Equation (6.14) can also be written in state-space fonn as Eq. (6.5), but the 

matrix A and vectors y and Q are different from Eq. (6.6). For this analytical model, 
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(6.16) 

The modal analysis is based on the eigenvalue problem of system matrix A in Eq. 

(6.16). The time response analysis has the same equation as in Eq. (6.7-6.9). The matrix 

A and vectors y and Q are based on Eq. (6.16). 

6.3.2. Optimized parameters of tunable Maxwell element OVA 

The primary stiffness k1, and another stiffness k2 are designed based on the 

stiffness values in Fig. 6.12. Tuning C2 can match the stiffness or the damping curves in 

Fig. 6.12, but is difficult to match both of them at the same time. Usually, as the tunable 

damping C2 increases, the system stiffness will increases and the system damping will 

decreases. The stiffness of DV A changes between kl and kl + k2. In order to tune the 

stiffness of the tunable Maxwell element DV A to fit the curve of stiffness in Fig. 6.12, kl 

should be smaller than the minimum stiffness value in Fig. 6.12 and the sum of kl and k2 

should be larger than the maximum stiffness value in Fig. 6.12. 
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From the analysis of previous sections, the dynamic behavior of DV A is not very 

sensitive to the parameters ofDVA in the cases of U < Ucr• The design of tunable DVA 

is focused in the range of U> Ucr• From Fig.6.12, the optimized damping decreases and 

the optimized stiffness increases as airspeed increases in the range of airspeed U > Ucr• 

Based on the stiffness in this range, the minimum stiffness is 25 Nlmm and the maximum 

stiffness is 150 N/mm. So, kl is chosen equal to 25 Nlmm and k2 is chosen equal to 150 

N/mm. Let U = 0.5, 1, 1.06 and 1. 12Ucr separately, C2 change from 0 to 2.5 N-s/mm 

continuously, the minimum damping ratios with different values of C2 are shown in Fig. 

6.19. From Fig. 6.19, the optimized C2 may be found where the minimum damping ratio 

reaches its maximum value for each airspeed condition. Change airspeed U from 0 to 

1.2Ucr continuously, the optimized damping ratios and optimized value of C2 are shown in 

Fig. 6.20. The critical airspeed U is 1.065Ucr and much lower than the result of tunable 

DVA in previous section where the critical airspeed U is 1.141 Ucr• All of the natural 

frequencies and damping ratios of the system are shown in Fig. 6.21. 
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Fig. 6.21. Natural frequencies and damping ratios of tunable Maxwell element DV A. 

Because the optimized damping and stiffness curves in Fig. 6.12 can not be very 

accurately matched at the same time by tuning C2 in the range from airspeed U = 1 to 1.2 

Ucr, the behavior of this tunable Maxwell element DV A is not as good as previous 

tunable DVA which has both tunable damping and stiffness components. From previous 

analysis, the vibration suppression behavior in the airspeed range from 1 to 1.06Ucr is not 

very sensitive to the value of tunable parameters as in the cases where airspeed U> 

1.06Ucr. Another group of parameters of tunable DVA are designed based on the 

optimized stiffness and damping curves in Fig. 6.12 in the range of airspeed U> 1.06Ucr. 

The primary stiffness kl is chosen equal to 90 Nlmm and the second stiffness k2 is chosen 

equal to 70 N/mm. The adjustable range is smaller than the first tunable Maxwell 
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element DV A, but is will perform better in the range U> 1.06Ucr• Let U = 0.5, 1, 1.06 

and 1. 12Ucr, C2 change from 0 to 1.2 N-s/mm, the minimum damping ratios with different 

values of C2 are shown in Fig. 6.22. From Fig. 6.22, the optimized C2 exists where the 

damping ratio reaches its maximum value they are much better than the previous design 

which are shown in Fig. 6.19 in the cases of U = 1.06 and 1.12Ucr• Changing airspeed U 

from 0 to 1.2Ucr, the minimum damping ratios and optimized value of C2 are shown in 

Fig. 6.23. The critical airspeed is 1.149Ucr• This is even better than the result of tunable 

DV A which has both tunable stiffness and damping components where the critical 

airspeed is 1.141 Ucr• This tunable Maxwell element DVA will not improve as previous 

tunable in the range U < 1.06Ucr because it is designed based on the properties of system 

U> 1.06Ucr• All of the natural frequencies and damping ratios of the system are shown 

in Fig. 6.24. 
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Fig. 6.22. The variation of minimum damping ratios as C2 changes. 
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Fig. 6.24. Natural frequency and damping ratio of tunable Maxwell element DV A. 

6.3.3. Simulation results 

The time response of the pitch-plunge airfoil under random external excitation is 

simulated with airspeed accelerating continuously from UIUcr = 0.8 to 1.2 at a linear rate 

for 30 seconds. The external excitationfa with mean zero and standard deviation 1 kN is 

applied over the 30 second time period. Results of first tunable Maxwell DV A are 

shown in Fig. 25 where the translational displacement wand the rotational movement a 

are stable at the cases of the airspeeds under U = 1.1 Ucr, but increase very quickly after 

the airspeed reaches U > I.11Ucr. Results of second tunable Maxwell DVA are shown in 

Fig. 26 where the translational displacement wand the rotational movement a are stable 
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at the cases of the airspeeds under U = 1.17 Ucr, but increase very quickly after the 

airspeed reaches U > 1.17 Ucr. 
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Fig. 6.25. Time responses simulation of pitch-plunge airfoil with first tunable Maxwell 

element DV A. 
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Fig. 6.26. Time responses of pitch-plunge airfoil with second tunable Maxwell element 

DVA. 

6.4. Summary 

In this chapter, the dynamic analysis reveals that the dynamic properties of 

aeroelastic aircraft wing such as natural frequencies and damping ratios change as 

airspeed changes. The aeroelastic aircraft wing turns to be unstable at high airspeed 

condition. The DV A can improve the dynamic behavior at high airspeed condition. 

Further investigation reveals that the DV A with tunable stiffness and damping 

components performs better than the constant parameter DV A. Because the tunable 

stiffness component is not well developed yet, an alternative configuration, tunable 
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Maxwell element DV A, which has only one tunable damping component is designed. 

Dynamic analysis and simulation reveal the performance of the tunable Maxwell element 

DVA close to the tunable DVA which has both tunable stiffness and damping 

components. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SEMI-ACTIVE VIBRATION CONTROL 

The feasibility of semi-active vibration control of aircraft wing with tunable 

Maxwell element DV A is discussed in previous chapter. The control methods of tunable 

Maxwell element DV A is investigated in this chapter. Two control methods are 

developed. The first control method is based on the measured airspeed signals. From Eq. 

(6.1-6.2), the airspeed is not the only factor which influences the dynamic properties of 

aeroelastic aircraft wing, other factors such as air density also have important influences. 

Due to some of these influence factors can not be accurately measured, the second 

control method is based on the vibration spectra signals of aeroelastic wing. The 

acceleration signals and their spectra are convenient to be measured and they reflect the 

influences of all disturbing factors. The relationship between the vibration spectra 

signals and control signals (C2) is established via neural network based model. Both 

control methods are based on the measured signals and do not require prior knowledge of 

the plant parameters. 

7.1. Control Method based on Measured Airspeed 

In previous chapter, the objective of vibration control is based on system stability 

or the minimum damping ratio. However, the damping ratio is not easy to be accurately 
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measured online because the disturbance from aileron is difficult to be measured. In this 

chapter, the RMS (root mean square) of vibration time response is used as the objective 

of control. 

7.1.1. Objective of control 

The RMS of vibration time response changes as the parameter of tunable damper 

C2 changes. The way of change is very similar as the minimum damping ratio changes. 

In the cases of the value of C2 is the only variable parameter and all other parameters in 

the system are constants, the influences of the value of C2 on RMS at different airspeed 

are investigated. Fig. 7.1-7.3 show how the RMS changes in cases of the airspeed U = 

0.5, 1, 1.06 and 1.12 Ucr as C2 changes. Fig. 7-1 shows the RMS of vibration time 

responses at translational coordinate. Fig. 7-2 shows the RMS of vibration time 

responses at rotational coordinate. The optimized C2 for the RMS of vibration time 

responses at translational and rotational coordinates are different based on Fig. 7-1 and 

Fig. 7-2. The optimized values of C2 can be either one of them or a kind of weighted sum. 
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Fig. 7.2. Rotational RMS of vibration responses changes as the values of C2 changes at 

different airspeed. 

In this study, the RMS of vibration response at the leading edge is used as the 

objective of control. Because it is a kind of weighted sum of the RMSs of vibration 
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response at two different degrees and it is easy to be measured than vibration response at 

rotational degree. Fig. 7-3 shows how the RMS vibration responses at leading edge 

changes as the value of C2 changes at different airspeed. 
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Fig. 7.3. Vibration responses RMS at leading edge change as the values of C2 changes at 

different airspeeds. 

From Fig. 7.1-7.3, all the values of RMS of vibration time responses are small in 

case of the airspeed U = 0.5Ucr• The values of RMS are not very sensitive to the changes 

of the value of C2. As airspeed increases, the RMS of vibration responses increases. For 

any given airspeed, there is an optimized value of C2 where the RMS has the minimum 

value. The optimized C2 and associated minimum RMS of vibration time responses at the 

airspeed from 0.8 to 1.2Ucr are shown in Fig. 7-4. In practice, this optimized C2 may be 

obtained by tuning its value in experiment. If the airspeed is higher than 1. 14Ucr, the 

RMS of vibration responses increases very quickly because the system turns to be 
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unstable. The system will be broken if experiment does not stop at the airspeed U = 

1. 14Ucr• 
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Fig. 7.4. Optimized damping coefficients and the RMS of vibration time response at 

leading edge. 
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Because the curve in Fig. 7.4 is almost linear in the range of U> 1.14 Ucr, the 

optimized C2 can be calculated use least square method based on the data from U = 115 to 

120m/s. 

(7.1) 

7.1.2. Flight Simulation 

The time response of the pitch-plunge airfoil under random external excitation is 

simulated with airspeed accelerating continuously from U = 0.8 to 1.2Ucr at a linear rate 

for 30 seconds. The external excitation/a with mean zero and standard deviation 1 kN is 

applied over the 30 second time period. Results of tunable Maxwell DVA which is 

controlled by the measured airspeed signals are shown in Fig. 7.5 where the translational 

displacement wand the rotational movement a are stable at the cases of the airspeeds 

under U = 1.17 Ucr, but increase very quickly after the airspeed reaches U > 1.17 Ucr. The 

magnitude of objective in this chapter is much easier to be measured than the control 

objective used in Chapter 6. 
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Fig. 7.5. Time responses of pitch-plunge airfoil with tunable Maxwell element DV A. 

7.1.3. Simulation with variable air density 

In practice, the airspeed is not the only variable factor during flight. Other 

parameters, such as air density, may also change and influence the dynamic properties. 

Assume air density P changes as in Eq (7.2), 

p = Po(1 + Il sin(wt)) (7.2) 

Where Po = 1.2, J.l = 0.05,0.1 ; co = 2n. Flying simulation results of vibration 

responses in the translational and rotational coordinates are shown in Fig. 7.6-7.7. Figure 

7.6 shows the results with parameter J.l =0.05. Figure 7.7 shows the results with J.l =0.1. 
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Fig. 7.6. Time responses of pitch-plunge airfoil with tunable Maxwell element DVA with 
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Fig. 7.7. Time responses of pitch-plunge airfoil with tunable Maxwell element DVA with 

!l=0.1. 

From Fig. 7.6, it is found that the system is unstable at the airspeed U = 1.11 Ucr in 

the case of!l =0.05. This is not as good as the results shown in Fig. 7.5. In the case of!l 

=0.1, the system is unstable at the airspeed U = 1.04Ucr. This is close to the results from 

the system without DV A which is shown in Fig. 6.4. So, the control algorithm based on 

the airspeed can not work well in the case of air density varies significantly. It is 

necessary to develop new control method for the case where air density is variable during 

flight. 
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7.2. Control by Vibration Spectra Signals 

The scaled vibration spectra are the signals which reflect the system properties 

and external disturbance. All the changes on airspeed, air density and other external 

disturbances play influences on the scaled vibration spectra. The relationship between 

the vibration spectra and the optimized value of C2 is very complicated. In this study, a 

neural network model is employed to establish this relationship. Two parts of works will 

be carried out, the system identification and system control with the neural network 

model. 

7.2.1. System identification 

In the system identification stage, a neural network model is identified for 

representing the relationship between the vibration spectra and optimized C2. There is an 

optimized value of C2 if all other flight parameters are constants during the process of 

tuning C2. Based on the current value of C2 and the measured vibration spectrum, the 

value of C2 is tuned to find the optimized value using experimental method. The 

objective of optimization is the RMS of vibration time responses. The prediction error 

between the optimized output and the neural network model output is used as the neural 

network training signal. The process of system identification is illustrated by Fig. 7.8. 
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Fig. 7.8. Configuration of system identification process. 

The design of neural network architecture may be pursued in a variety of ways 

such as feedforward backpropagation networks [44] or radial-basis networks [45]. 

Although the radial-basis networks require more neurons than standard feedforward 

backpropagation networks, they work better when many training signals are available. 

They can be designed in a fraction of the time it takes to train standard feedforward 

backpropagation networks. 

The architecture of single radial-basis neuron with R+ 1 input is shown in Fig. 7.9. 
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Fig. 7.9. Architecture of radial basis neuron. 
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Where PI, ... , PR represent the scaled spectrum magnitude of vibration responses at 

specific frequency. If the magnitude of vibration responses at specific frequency is Pi. 

the scaled value of spectrum at specific frequency is 

- ~ Pi --R~ (7.3) 

I~ 
i=l 

The WI. ... , WR+I represent weight vector of neuron. The input to the transfer 

function of radial basis neuron is the vector distance between its weight vector wand the 

input vector p, multiplied by the bias b. The output is 

a = f(bllw -pll) (7.4) 

The transfer function for radial basis neuron is 

f(n) = e-n 2 
(7.5) 

The radial basis function has a maximum of 1 when its input is O. As the vector 

distance between w and p increases, the value of output decreases. Thus, a radial basis 

neuron works as a detector to recognize how close the input p is to its weight vector w. 

The bias b allows the sensitivity of the neuron to be adjusted. The spread constant n is 

used to control the influence of input vector based on the distant. 

The radial basis network in this study consists of two layers: a hidden radial basis 

layer of Sl neurons, and an output linear layer with only one neuron. The architecture of 

the radial basis network is shown in Fig. 7.10. 
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Fig. 7.10. Architecture of radial basis network. 

The II dist II box in Fig. 7.10 accepts the input vector and the weight matrix IW, 

and produces a vector having SI elements. The bias vector b I and the output of II dist II 

box are combined with the element by element multiplication. The output of first layer is 

the vector after transfer function of radial basis neuron. In the second layer, the operation 

includes the element by element multiplication of output vector of first layer and the 

weight vector LW, the sum operation with bias b2 and the linear transfer function/2. The 

learning process undertaken by the radial basis network is referenced in [46]. In this 

study, the training data for the radial basis network model are from the experiment 

parameters airspeed U from 0.8 to 1. 14Ucr with increments 0.002 Ucr. At each airspeed 

condition, 20 different values of C2 and associated scaled vibration spectra are used as 

input data, the optimized values of C2 at the airspeed are used as output data. Both 

movements on the translational and rotational degree are measured. The spectra values 

for train the radial basis network are from 5 to 20 Hz with 1 Hz increment. Sampling 

frequency is 1,000 Hz and sampling time is 2 second. There are 33 input channels and 1 

output channel in the radial basis neural network. Fig. 7.11 shows the optimized C2 from 

experiment and the calculated results of C2 from neural network model. From this figure, 

the difference is obvious in the low frequency range, but neglectable in the high 
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frequency range because the different sensitivity of system output on the value of C2 in 

different airspeed range. In the range where the output is sensitive to the value of C2, the 

calculated results from radial basis neural network model is very close to the values of 

optimized C2 from experimental simulation. 
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Fig. 7.11. Comparison of the value of C2 from neural network model and optimized value 

of C2 from experiment simulation. 

7.2.2. System control 

In the process of system vibration absorption control, the identified neural 

network model is employed for the control of the tunable Maxwell element DV A. The 

configuration of the control system is shown in Fig. 7.12. 
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Fig. 7.12. Configuration of the control system with the neural-network based controller. 

Based on the current value of C2 and scaled measured vibration spectrum, the 

value of C2 from neural network model is used as control signals to the tunable Maxwell 

element DV A. The FFT of measured scaled vibration response are used for the input 

signals of neural network model. 

7.2.3. Flight simulation 

The time response of the pitch-plunge airfoil under random external excitation is 

simulated with airspeed accelerating continuously from U = 0.8 to 1.2Ucr at a linear rate 

for 30 seconds. The external excitationja with mean zero and standard deviation 1 kN is 

applied over the 30 second time period. Results of tunable Maxwell DV A which is 

controlled based on scaled measured vibration spectra signals by the neural network 

model are shown in Fig. 7.13 where the translational displacement wand the rotational 

movement a are stable at the cases of the airspeeds under U = 1. 16Ucr, but increase very 

quickly after the airspeed reaches U > 1.16Ucr• This result is almost as good as the 

results in Fig. 7.5 where the control signals are based on airspeed and the responses 
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increase quickly after the airspeed reaches U = 1.17 Ucr. The associated values of C2 

during the process of simulation for control are shown in Fig. 7.14. 
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Fig. 7.13. Time responses of pitch-plunge airfoil with neural-network based controller. 
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Fig. 7.14. The values of C2 during flight simulation. 

7.2.4. Simulation with variable air density 

Assume air density p changes as in Eq. (7.2) and Po=1.2, Jl =0.05, 0.1; oo=21t. 

They are the same as the values in Chapter 7.1.3. The time response of the pitch-plunge 

airfoil under random external excitation is simulated with airspeed accelerating 

continuously from U = 0.8 to 1.2Ucr at a linear rate for 30 seconds. The external 

excitation/a with mean zero and standard deviation 1 kN is applied over the 30 second 

time period. Results of tunable Maxwell DV A which is controlled based on scaled 

measured vibration spectra signals by the neural network model are shown in Fig. 7.15 

and 7.16 where the translational displacement wand the rotational movement a are stable 

at the cases of the airspeeds under U = 1.13 and 1.11 Ucr- It is much better than the 

method which is based on the airspeed in the cases of flying with variable air density 
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Fig. 7.15. Time responses of pitch-plunge airfoil with the neural-network based controller 

with fl =0.05. 
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Fig. 7.16. Time responses of pitch-plunge airfoil with the neural-network based controller 

with J..l =0.1. 

7.3. Summary 

In this chapter, two control methods for the tunable Maxwell element DV A are 

investigated. First control method is based on the measured airspeed. It works well in 

the case of the air density is constant during flight. In the cases of the air density is 

variable during flight, a method based on the measured scaled vibration spectra is 
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developed. Due to the complexity of the relationship between the measured vibration 

spectra and the optimized value of tunable damper, the neural network model is 

employed to establish the relationship. Both control methods are based on the measured 

signals and do not require prior knowledge of the plant parameters. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS, CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

8.1. Research on Elastomeic Isolators 

In this dissertation, modal analysis of a single mass elastomeric isolation system 

represented by a Maxwell-Voigt (M-V) model is conducted and the influences that the 

stiffness kl and damping CI of the Maxwell element have on the natural frequency and 

damping ratio of the M-V model is revealed. Three types of Maxwell elements are 

defined and are distinct by their time constant, 'tl = c1lkl . If'tl is small, the Maxwell 

element is Type A - damping dominant. If'tl is large, the Maxwell element is Type C -

stiffness dominant. Falling between these two element types is the Type B Maxwell 

element - neither damping nor stiffness dominant. The different influences that each of 

these types have on the system natural frequencies and damping ratio is discussed. It is 

also shown that the existence of the Maxwell element in the M-V model always results in 

a natural frequency greater than a Voigt model with equivalent Voigt elements as the M

V model. However, this is not necessarily true for the damping ratio. For certain 

Maxwell element types, the damping ratio can actually be less than the Voigt model. 

Harmonic analysis reveals that M-V models with unlike parameters can have the 

same natural frequency and damping ratio and different frequency response functions. 

Consequently, M-V models are more capable of representing elastomeric isolation 
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systems over a broad frequency range. This is unlike Voigt models whose frequency 

response functions are fixed once their natural frequency, damping ratio and either mass 

or stiffness are determined. Consequently, a parameter identification method is 

developed. The method is based upon constant natural frequency and damping ratio 

curves of a M-V frequency response model. These curves are determined from the 

parametric data yielded from the modal analysis. In addition, it is shown that the 

frequency response function of a M-V model exists between two limits. These limits are 

frequency response functions of two Voigt models, a mass consistent Voigt model (Voigt 

Model M whose mass is equivalent to the mass of the M-V model) and a stiffness 

consistent Voigt model (Voigt Model K whose stiffness is equivalent to the static 

stiffness of the M-V model). The effectiveness of the parameter identification method is 

verified by several analytical examples. 

A parameter identification method based on constraint optimization is developed 

for general Maxwell models that have two or more Maxwell elements in a single mass 

isolation system by fitting the models to measured frequency response spectra. The 

effectiveness of the identification method is verified by several analytical examples. 

These studies reveal that a Maxwell model having only one Maxwell element can 

simulate the dynamic characteristics of a Maxwell system having two Maxwell elements 

as long as one is not Type B and the other is not Type C. These analytical studies also 

conclude that a Maxwell model having two Maxwell elements (One Type B and one Type 

C) can simulate the dynamic characteristics of a Maxwell system having more than two 

Maxwell elements. 
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Experiments on real commercial elastomeric isolators are conducted with three 

different rubber isolators subjected to both static and dynamic experiments. For all three 

rubber isolators, it is shown that although identified stiffness consistent Voigt models can 

match the static stiffness, natural frequency and damping ratio, they cannot match the 

measured frequency response. Meanwhile, identified mass consistent Voigt models 

match measured natural frequencies and damping ratios, although they cannot match the 

measured static stiffness and frequency response. Identified Maxwell models having only 

one Maxwell element can match the measured natural frequency, damping ratio and static 

stiffness, but cannot match the measured frequency response curves well. However, using 

the method developed in this study, identified Maxwell models having two Maxwell 

elements can accurately represent the measured static and dynamic characteristics of real 

elastomeric isolation systems. 

The most important contributions of this: 

1. Define three different types of Maxwell elements. Reveal the influences of 

the different types have on the dynamic properties of isolator models. 

2. System identification method for M-V model. 

3. Illustrate that a model with two Maxwell elements can adequately represent 

general Maxwell systems having more than two Maxwell elements. 

4. Developed system identification approach based on constraint optimization 

that was successfully employed for the identification of M-M-V model for 

three commercially available rubber mounts. 

Future work in this area should concentrate on the research of nonlinear stiffness 

and damping behavior in case of large deflection condition. 
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8.2. Research on OVA Control of Aircraft Wing 

The dynamic analysis reveals that the dynamic properties of aeroelastic aircraft 

wing such as natural frequencies and damping ratios change as airspeed changes. The 

aeroelastic aircraft wing turns to be unstable at high airspeed condition. The DV A can 

improve the dynamic behavior at high airspeed condition. Further investigation reveals 

that the DV A with tunable stiffness and damping components performs better than the 

constant parameter DV A. Because the tunable stiffness component is not well developed 

yet, an alternative configuration of tunable Maxwell element DV A which has only one 

tunable damping component is designed. Dynamic analysis and simulation reveal the 

performance of this tunable Maxwell element DV A close to the tunable DV A which has 

both tunable stiffness and damping components. 

Two control methods for the tunable Maxwell element DV A are investigated. 

First control method is based on the measured airspeed. It works well in the case the air 

density is constant during flight. In the cases of air density is variable, a method based on 

the measured scaled vibration spectra is developed. Due to the complexity of the 

relationship between the measured scaled vibration spectra and the optimized value of 

tunable damper, the neural network model is employed to establish the relationship. Both 

control methods are based on the measured signals and it does not require prior 

knowledge of the plant parameters. 

The most important contributions of the work: 

1. A tunable Maxwell element DV A was investigated for aeroelastic aircraft 

wing vibration and flutter suppression. 
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2. The critical airspeed of aircraft wing has been increased more than 14% by 

using a tunable DV A. 

3. Using a tunable Maxwell element DVA having has only one tunable damper 

replace the DV A which has both tunable stiffness and damping components 

and achieving similar vibration absorption effect. 

4. A neural network is used to build a relationship between the measured 

vibration spectra and the optimal damping coefficient of a tunable Maxwell 

element DV A for vibration control. 

Future work in this area should concentrate on the investigation in the approach of 

experiment. 
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